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A full six-degre.oWfreedom computer model of the Naval Postgraduate
9i

School Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (NPS AUV 11) is developed.

Hydrodynamic Coefficients are determined by geometric similarity with an

existing swimmer delivery vehicle and analysis of Initial open loop AUV If trials.

Comparisons betwen sihoulated and experimental results demonstrate the

validity of the model and the techniques used. A reduced order observer of lateral

velocity was produced to provide an input for an enhanced position estimator.

Results are presented which show that the position estimrator can be calibrated

using AUV II run data to provide a real-time accurate estimate of position.
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I. INTRODUCMrON

A. GENERAL

During the past three decades there has been an increasing interest by the

U.S, Navy in the use ot unmanned underwater vehicles (WUVs) [R f I].

These vehicles can be either tethered vehicles (TUVs), controlled by a cable*, or

completely autonomous (AUV). Beginning In mid 1960s the U.S. Navy has used

an AUV mobile submarine simulator (MOSS) as a sub-iarinc decoy on ballistic

missile submarines. In 1988 the U.S. Navy and Charles Stark Draper Laboratoiy

in Cambridge, Massachuse,ýs, initiated a study to determine how UUVs could be

employed to meet specific Navy missions. [Ref. 2]

Within the Navy, possible missions for AUVs include submarine, anti-

submarine warfare wherein the AUV could conduct surveillance of or act as a

decoy to enemy vessels. In a mine warfare roll an AUV could be employed to

map an enemy mine field to provide fr•,ly forces with information they could

use to find a safe transit of the field. AUIVs could be employed to conduct

surveillance of harbor activity using a variety of sensors.

Applications of AIX technology are not limited to military missions. AUVs

could be programmed to explore areas of the ocean where manned vehicles

cannot travel, or where their endurance is limited by fuel and or food supplies.



AUVs could be used in salvage operations to inspect the arem prior to employing

manned submersibles.

Interest in the applications of AUV technology is evidenced by the growing

number of conferences and wc.' sh-ps dedicated to the subject [Ref. 31

[Ref. 41. The design and operation of AUVs present unique challenges due

to the vessel's required r.bility to operate without human intervention. The

control, guidance, and mission control software architectures are exceptionally

complex and represent t6e state-of-the-art in real-time "intelligent" computer

control software design.

B. OVERVIEW OF NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL AUV PROJECT

The AUV program at the Naval Postgraduate School (NIPS) began in 1987

with the sponsorship of the Naval Surface Weapons System [Ref. 51. The,

project is a joint effort of the Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science, and

Electrical and Computer Engineering Departments. The research involves an

integrated approach to mission planning and execution including navigation,

collision avoidance, obstacle recognition, vehicle dynamics and control, and real-

time onboard control software. Within the Mechanical Engineering Department

efforts have focused in the areas of vehicle configuration and construction, vehicle

dynamics and control, with experimental and computer simulation FRef. 61.
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1. Vhicle Configuration and Construction

The first autonomous underwater vehicle built at NIS, AUV NPS I, was

built and studied by Btunner [Ref. 71. In addition to designing and building

a vehicle, tle use of sensor devices such as gyros, inertial sensors, and pressure

cells to measure vehicle performance were investigated. Brunner developed a

technique to obtain required vehicle performance data from the vehicle, and

designed a control system that could be employed to test depth changes of the

vehicle in a testing tank.

The AUV I was a 30-inch long, seven-inch wide, and four-inch high,

self-propelled, remotely controlled vehicle. The small size was a constraint

imposed by available testing facilities. Onboard the vehicle were rate gyro sensors

for pitch and yaw, pressure cells to measure speed and depth, two DC motors to

power the two propellers, and a data acquisition system. Size restrictions required

the use of a tether to transmi, control signals and provide power from an external

power source. The AUV I testing program successfully showed the feasibility of

developing a controller that would provide accurate depth keeping control of an

autonomaus vehicle.

The second 'generation autonomous underwater vehicle built at NPS

was designed by Good [Ref. 81. The larger AUV U1 was designed using

Total Ship Systems Engineering techniques. This integrated approach involved an

iterative (design spiral) approach with the following subsystems: Hull, Energy

Storage and Power PMant, Vehicle Motion Control, Sensor Suite, Obstacle'

3



Avoidance, Navigation and Guidance, 'Mibsion' Planning, and Machinery

Monitoring. Figure 1.1 shows the configuration of the AUV 11 and internal

equipment arrangement.

The AUV 11 contains its own power supply of rechargeable batteries,

and an onboard computer that can be programmed prior to test runs. The larger

size has eliminated the need for an external tether. In-water testing of the AUV

II in the NPS swimming pool began in March 1991. The basic hull performance

characteristics predicted by Good have been validated. The 7000 ft2, 7½ ft deep

swimming pool enables relatively complex test runs to be performed to test

control methods and sensor systems.

2. Vehicle Control

The AUV guidance system consists of an autopilot and associated',

guidance law. The auto pilot is responsible for stabilizing vehicle motion

dynamics in terms of speed, course, and depth. The guidance law will combine

commands for the path or position for the vehicle to achieve with navigational

estimates of true position and orientation to genet.te speed, course, and depth

commands for the autopilot.

Boncal [Ref. 91 investigated the use of a model based controller

for accurate path keeping of an underwater vehicle. The Swimmer Delivery

Vehicle (SDV Mark 9) [Ref. 101 model hydrodynamic coefficients were

used in this s:'ady. Linearized equations of motion were used as the bases for the

feedforward and feedback elements of a depth controller. Results demonstrated

4
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that, for depth charging maneuvers, accurate tracking of the planned path could

be achieved for a ornsiderable range of speeds.

McDonald [Ref. Ill combined the work of Boncal in controller

design and applied it to the AUV I model. Only vehicle depth was available from

the AUV I data acquisition system. Consequently, both state estimation of pitch

and pitch rate and disturbance estimation/compensation techniques were used.

A successful dosed loop controller was developed using these methods. Sur

(Ref.' 121, continuing research on the AUV I depth control problem

designed a sliding-mode compensator for depth control. Computer simulations

using a full six-degree-of-freedom model and non-linear equations proved the

method was successfully able to provide accurate' depth control for an

autonomous underwater vehicle.

Lienard [Ref. 131 demonstrated that sliding mode control

provides a robust controller for underwater vehicles. Because the hydrodynamic

forces on a vehicle can not be precisely measured problems may occur in

predicting and controlling vehicle motion. Using the SDV Mark 9 as the base

vehicle, Lienard used independent control of linearized motion equations for

iongitudinal and vertical planes, and coupled them together. Lienard used a Line-

of-Sight guidance scheme. In this method the onboard navigator generates a

geographic "way point" ahead of the AUV, and then aims the AUV at this point,

and attempts to drive through it. By successive use of way points the AUV

proceeds to its destination. Though the navigation control law can't be verified

6



to be stable, the tracking system as a whole is very robust. This control scheme

will place the vehicle on the desired way point, but it may' not always be going

in the direction desired.

Building on this, Papoulias and Healey [Ref. 141 and Chism

[Ref. 151 investigated a guidance scheme in which cross-track error is

minimized. This method is analogous to driving an automobile down a roadway;

the goal is to stay in the traffic lane, i.e., minimize deviation from the intended

track. In this method, the navigator senses the lateral location of the AUV relative

to the desired track between two way points.

This method of control is also robust, and generally keeps thc- vehicle

closer on track -han the LOS method. The tradeoff to staying close to the ordered

track at all times is a lot of small maneuvering by control surfaces/thrusters. If

a number of way points are located too close, as might happen if the vehicle has

to maneuver into a harbor, the vehicle response may become excessively

oscillatory.

The control schemes described so far approached the AUV control

problem as a single input/single output (SISO) system. Hawkinson

[Ref. 161 approached the AUV control problem by applying multiple

input/multiple output (MIMO) sliding mode control theory. Use of a MIMO

control method combined both a LOS and cross track error steering controller

with a linear quadratic regulator for the depth controller. The speed controller

developed by Lienard was also used.

7



Using the SDV Mark 9 vehicle characteristics, Hawkinson proved the

superior performance of the MIMO sliding mode controller as compared to SISO

controllers. Though the depth, speed and steering controllers were designed

separately, the effectively simultaneously controlled the vehicle.

Papasotiriou [Ref. 171 investigated the use of a "moving aim

point" or pursuit autopilot control scheme. This method is also similar to driving

down the road wherein the driver is actually aiming at a point at some finite

distance in front of the vehicle. Similarly, with this method the AUV II is always

driving toward a moving aim point a few ship lengths ahead. The moving aim

point is traveling down the line-of-sight toward the next way point.

This control scheme is almost as robust as the Line-of-Sight method.

Both the guidance and control schemes must be designed together in order to

avoid a loss of stability. This method has an advantage over the Line-of-Sight

method in that it keeps the, vehicle closer to the track.

Clothier [Ref. 18] investigated the application of a, cubic spiral

guidance method to autonomous vehicle guidance., This method minimizes cross

track errors subject to the rate of change of path curvature. Heading commands

are generated based on the cross track error, the path curvature rate, and the

difference between desired and actual vehicle heading. This method has the

advantage of placing the vehicle at a given waypoint at a certain heading.

8



3. Associated Initiatives

Farren [Ref. 19] and Lohrhammer [Ref. 201 performed

preliminary work on the design of the AUV II sonar system. The AUV II is

capable of detecting obstacles in its path, and determining an appropriate

avoidance course. A high-resolution sonar suite employing four ultrasonic

transducers has been irnstalled and successfully tested on the AUV II by Floyd

[Ref. 21].

To permit precise positioning the AUV II will employ, four tube

thrusters. Two will be vertically oriented, and two will be installed athwartships.

Research on thrusters for the AUV I1 was begun by Saunders [Ref. 22] and

continued by McLean [Ref. 23]. Thrusters are scheduled to be installed and

'tested in the AUV II during the first half on 1992.

A significant amount of research has been conducted by the Computer

Science and Computer and Electrical Engineering Departments in the areas of

mission planning, situation assessment through artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic

controllers, and fault tolerant controllers. Appendix D contains a bibliography of

,all theses associated with the AUV research program.

C. SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

This research makes the transition from motion control research based on

the AUV I and SDV Mark 9 vehicles to a combination of computer simulation and

experimental investigation into the vehicle dynamics of the AUV Il. The initial

9



focus of this project was the development of a lateral motion control law for use

in initial dosed loop operation of the AUV I. Chapter 11 describes how the

hydrodynamic coefficients in the yaw and sway motion equations for the AUV

11 were determined. Chapter MI discusses the refinements to the initial

hydrodynamic coefficient estimates, and presents the development of the control

law used in the early stages of AUV 11 trials.

Computer simulations will play a significant role in furtLer research on the

AU'V 11. To enable new control and guidance laws to be tested and evaluated

without actually using theAU;V II, a full six-degree-of-freedom computer model

of the AUV UI was developed. Chapter IV describes how this model was

developed, and compares the model performance to actual results.

The final phase of this project involved the design of an enhanced position

estimation algorithm. Instrumentation and size restrictions limit the amount of

motion information able to be determined on board the AUV H1. Determining a

vehicle's lateral velocity is a key factor in precise position estimation. Chapter V

discusses the development of the reduced order observer for lateral velocity. The

performance of the enhanced position estimator is compared against simulated

and experimental ALV II trials. Finally, Chapter VI presents recommendations for

further research and refinement of the six-degree-of-freedom computer model and

position estimator for the AUV I.

10
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II. LATERAL MOTION HYDRODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT

A. GENERAL LATERAL MOTION EQUATIONS

The design of the AUV II control system begins with identifying the

equations of motion. The generalized equations of motion for lateral motion and

yaw for a submerged vehicle [Rf. 10] are shown in Equations (2.1) and (22).

Variables are referenced to a right-hand orthogonal axis system fixed in the body

center as shown in Figure 2.1. Table I defines the parameters used; a dot () over

a quantity indicates a derivative with respect to time. Because the AUV II has two

rudders, the equations of motion separately account for their effect.

m[f, + ur - wp÷ x(pq'- Y(P 2 + r 2)+z(qr - )]-

.2Ei .Yt. +Y,,pq÷Y,,qr]

+ 2l '[Yv* Ypup*+Yrur + Yvq + Y,,,wp'* Y,,.wr]

+ jl "[y,,uv + Yvw + Ya.u 28,b + Y6ýU 28J] (2.1)

-- , Ch(xXv xr) ÷CD b(xXw-xq)(vxr)dx
2I Ud(x)

(W-B)cosfsiný

Sway Equation of Motion

11



Figure 2.1 AUV Il Axis, System

Lj(qr-p))+MfXG(4.ur-wp)-yG(ui-vr+wq)I

Pli 5 NoP t N; Npqpq + N41 qr]
2

+ El 'IIN"- + N~up Nrur + Nvqvq + N.Pwp + N~rwr]
2.

+ 213'[N uv + Nvwvw+ Nau 28ra +No 2 8rJ (.2
2 v

p~f C1,.h(x)(v + xr)2 + CDb(x)(w -xq) 2] (v + xr) xdx

+ (XGW -XBB)COSOsino + (YGW - yBB)sinO + 2i31 
2iiN__

2'

Yaw Equation of Motion
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TABLE 1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION VARIABLES

Variable Description

x,y,z Distance along the principal axes

u,v,w Velocity components of body axis system relative to fluid
along body axes

p,q,r Angular velocity components of body relative to inertial
reference system along body axes

X,Y,Z Hydrodynamic force components along body axes

K,MN Hydrodynamic moment components along body axes

___ ,_, __ Yaw, pitch, and roll angles (Euler angles)

m Mass of the AUV II (including the fluid in the floodable
sonar dome)

W Weight of the AUV 11 (=gm)

T Displacement volume of the AUV 11

B Buoyancy force acting on the AUV 11 (=gpv)

.xCyG,zc Coordinates of the Center of Gravity in the body axis
system. These depend on the mass distribution of the
vehicle

xsysZs Coordinates of the Center of Buoyancy in the body axis
system. These are independent of the mass distribution of

the vehicle

Moments of inertia about the body system axes

1,l,1," Products of inertia about the body system axes

p Mass density water

Reference length used to nondimensionalize the

hydrodynamic coefficients

b(x), h(x) Width and height of the AUV II in the xy and xz planes.
respectively, measured in the body axis system shown in
Figure (2.1)

xo.x.,xta Coordinates of the vehicle nose and tail as measured in
body axis system

Ud(x) Tota'.' crossflow velocity on AUV II at position x

Bow and Stern rudder deflection angles in radians

Cvy.CD, Drag coefficients along the y and z axes of the body system
axes.

13



B. LINEAR, SIMPLIFIED LATERAL MOTION EQUATIONS

The general equations of motion are extremely non-linear which make- their

direct use in developing a control law very difficult. By using the following

assumptions and specific physical characteristics of the AUV I, the equations

were linearized and simplified:

I. The angular velocities about the x-axis (p) and y-axis (q) are zero.

The associated accelerations P and 4 are also zero.

2. The AUV II is neutrally buoyant: W=B.

3. The AUV II is symmetrically loaded in the transverse and
longitudinal directions: y., y,, X,, and xb are zero.

4. The counter-rotating propellers produce no yaw moment (Nmp=0).

5. The non-linear drag force term is small in value compared to other
terms in the equation, and can be eliminated. For hovering analysis
this term will have to be included in the simplified equations of
motion.

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are the simplified, line-ar equations of motion used

for the initial development of the lateral motion control law.
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Linear, Simplified Sway Equation of Motion

•It + mxGv mXGurmPl 'Ntt +
2

--PI'N,ýv Nur +
2 2
PIN uv .. ,21N u 2 8r. + 21 3N.U28,b.
2 ~ 2 " 2

Linear, Simplified Yaw Equation of Motion

C. DETERMINATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

The next step in developing the lateral motion control law was'the

determination of hydrodynamic coefficients (Y,, YV, Yt, Y,, NO, N ,and N)

appearing in Equations (2.3) and (2.4). The coefficients for the SDV were used as'

a starting point. Though similar in geometry to the AUV II, the SDV has a large

fin on the stern in which a third propeller for surfaced operations is located. The

effect of this fin on the hydrodynamic coefficients was estimated and subtracted

from the original SDV hydrodynamic coefficient values.
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Table II lists the SDV hydrodynamic coefficients, the calculated fin effects,

and the final "Finless SDV" values. Computations and details of the fin effect on

the hydrodynamic coefficients are contained in Appendix A.

TABLE II. SDV HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Given SDV Fin Effect Finless SDV

Y j -0.05550 -0.%5385
Y -0.09310 -0.01660 -0.07650

Yt 0.00124 0.00756 -0.00633

Y 0.02970 0.00639 0.02331

N, 0.00124 0.00756 -0.00632

N, -0.00742 0.00639 -0.01381

N -0.0034G -0.00291 -0.00049

N -0.01640 -0.00246 -0.01394

The signs of the hydrodynamic coefficients Y,, Y, N,, and N, depend upon

whether the vehicle is bow or stem dorrinant. The SDV, with the large fin at the

rear, is stern dominant. The signs of all the SDV hydrodynamic coefficients except

for N. and N, agree with predicted values [Ref. 24]. N, and Y, should,

be small numbers, either positive or negative. N, should be positive, but the

given value of NV for the SDV is negative.

The hydrodynamic coefficients of the bow-dominant Finless SDV all have

signs consistent with theoretical predictions. Y, remains positive, but has a

smaller magnitude. Y. and N, become positive. N, remains negative, which it

should be for a bow-dominant vehicle.
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The Finless SDV still differs geometrically from the AUV II. Table 1M1

summarizes the geometric characteristics of the Finless SDV and the AUV UI. Due

to the significant differences in geometric characteristics, a better estimate of the

AUV II hydrodynamic ccotfficientt was needed.

TABLE I1. FINLESS SDV AND AUV GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS

Finless SDV AUV II
Length (L) 209.1' 87.625

Draft (T) 31.8 10.125
Beam (B) 75.7 16.25

0.77 0.83
T/L Ratio 0.1514 0.1155

B/L Ratio 0.3713 0.1854
B/T Ratio 2.4528 1.6049

Actual SDV length is 229.0 inches, but the characteristic length
used in all calculations-is 209.1. Actual and characteristic length for
the AUV 1I is 87.625 inches.

Clarke, Gedling, and Mine [Ref. 251 used a multiple regression

analysis to estimate a marine vehicle's hydrodynamic coefficients. Thirty-six sets

of data from rotating arm experiments and. 36 sets of data from planar motion

experiments were obtained, and then normalized using (T/L)2. The predictor

variables used were: C,, L./B, L/T B/L, T/L, and T/B. Only the terms which

tended to zero were used in the regression to assure stability. The resulting

equations for the hydrodynamic coefficients are:
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TABLE IV. DETERMINATION OF AUV II
HYDROD'VNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Finiless Regesion Reg. SDV/ Regression Regession
SDV SDV lnim SDV AUV I1 AUV Ul/

(Conversion) Conversion

Y, .0.03.5 .004551 I.6 -0.04353 4034o30

Y. -.007650 -0.12624 l.AS0 -0.06430 -0,03896

Y -0.00633 -0.01632 2-578 .0.00486 -0.00189

Y 002331 40.00775 0.332' -0.00925 unreliable

NV -000633 -0.Q2192 3.463 .0,00579 .0.00167

N .-0,01381 .0.06&"} 4.568 .0.03260 .0.00714

N, -0-00W49 0.00039 0.73469, -0.00188 unreliable
N -o.019 .0.01020 0.73171 .0.00675 -0.01196

D ue to inconsistencies between expected and actual hydrodynamic coefficient values for Y, and

N, these conversion factors were not used to obtain estimates for the AUV I! values as explained in
the text.

The ratios between the hydrodynamic coefficient values of the Finless SDV

and Regression SDV (Table IV, column 3) were used as scaling factors to adjust

the corresponding Regression AUV II values. The resulting AUV II hydrodynamic

coefficients are listed in column 5 of Table IV. Because the values of Y, andN,

for the Finless SDV and the Regression SDV were not consistent, a different

method to determine the AUV II values was used.

As shown in Appendix A, the effect of a fin on hydrodynamic coefficients

is the same for Y and Y. The ratio between the Finless SDV and AUV 11/

Conversion values of Yv, 1.9641, was divided into the Fimless SDV value of Y, to

obtain an estimate of Y, for the AUV II. As was observed for the Finless SDV, the
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sign of Y is positive, though a negative value had been expected based on an

assumed bow dominant vessel geometry. Similarly, the effect of a fin is the same

for N, and Y,. The ratio between the Finless-SDV and AUV I1/Conversion values

of Y,, 1.05, was divided into the Finless SDV value of N, to obtain an estimate

of N, for the AUV II.

An additional modification to the initial estimates of the AUV II

hydrodynamic coefficients was made. The given SDV values of Y, and N, were

the same, 0.00124, as were the calculated fin effect corrections. It was therefore

reasonable to assume that the values of Y, and N., for the AUV II should be the

same. The AUV Il/Conversion values for •t and N. were averaged, and the

average was used for the Yt and N. AUV II Estimate 1 values.

D. DETERMINATION OF RUDDER FORCE HYDRODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENT Ya

The y-direction component of the total rudder force is

Y68 = Y, = -(Lcosp3, + D sin'3,) (2.6)

where [r = rudder drift angle
L = rudder lift
D = rudder drag

This expression assumes there is no interaction between the pressure field around

the rudder and the adjacent ship. In most cases there is a significant interaction

which results in the total y-direction force on the vessel being larger than

predicted by Equation (2.6). By expressing the lift and drag forces in
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nondimensional form, standard figures can be used for a given shape/section of

rudder. The nondimensional forms of lift and drag forces are given by Equations

(2.7) and (2.8).

LLift Coefficient CL L _______ (2.7)(p/2)A~u 2

Drag Coefficient CD D (2.8)
(p/2)ATu 2

where AT = control surface profile area.

The rudders on the AUV 11 are of a NACA 0015 foil section. Figure 2.2

shows the characteristics of a NACA 0015 section. By using this figure, CL was

determined to be 3.15158, where 8 is the rudder deflection in radians. For small

drift angles CDs;n(..-) is much smaller in magnitude than CLCOS(Pr). Eliminating the

drag term from Equation (2.6), approximating cos(d,)=1, and writing the total

rudder foice in nondimensional form yields

(,' 2 u 2y, a = Lcosp3 _ (. ru 2 3.15158 (2.9)

Solving for Y6, with 1=87.625 inches, and AT=28.57in 2, yields Ys=0.01173. Because

there are two identical control surfaces at both forward and aft rudders, the actual

value of Ya for the AUV 11 is 0.02345.
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E. AUV II GEOMETRY AND ESTIMATE/COEFFICIENT SUMMARY

Table V summarizes the AUV II Estimate 1 hydrodynamic coefficient and

geometric properties used to in the initial open and closed loop simulations.

The mass moment of inertia, I., was calculated using the equation

M B 2 + L 2) (2.10)
12

Equation (2.10) assumes that the mass within the vehicle is distributed

homogeneously. To account for the actual non-homogeneous mass distribution,
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i. for the SDV was calculated using Equation (2.10), and the ratio between the

SDV computed and actual I, [Ref. 10] values was applied to the computed AUV

II IT value to obtain the number appearing in Table V.

TABLE V. AUV II GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES AND ESTIMA\TE 1

HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Y1, -0.03430 m (slugs) 435/32.17

YV /-0.03896 Iz (Ibr-ft-s 2) 45

t -0.00178 p (slugs/ft3) 1.94

Y1  0.01187 XB (ft) +0.125/12

NV -0.00178 xM -0.377

NV -0.00714 xrb 0.283,

Nt -0.00047 1,6.,. (ft) 87.625

_N, -0.011%9

-Y6,,• 0.02345 Nab=xbYse

SY6• 0.02345

YX, and X~b are expressed in fraction of vehicle length.
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III. INITIAL AUV II CLOSED LOOP SURFACED OPERATION

A. STATE-SPACE SYSTEM REPRESENTATION

The state of a dynamic system, such as the ALTV 11, is defined by a set of

physical quantities that uniquely determine the condition of the system. The state-

space approach uses only dynamic variables and their first derivatives with

respect to time. Thus, the condition of a physical system can be described with

a set of first order differential equations.

The general form of state-space system representation is:

x =Ax + Bu (3.1)
y -- Cx

where x = state vector (nxl)
u = external input vector (rxl)
y = output/observation vector (mxl)
A = open loop dynamic matrix (nxn)
B = control distribution matrix (nxr)
C = output/calibration matrix (mxn)

The state vector chosen for the AtJV II lateral motion model was:

SYaw angle
x = = Lateral (crosstrack) velocity

Yaw rate

In a closed loop system the system output is fed back to the input. For example,.

the simplest form of feedback is u=-kx, where k is a gain vector of size (lxn).
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Substituting u=-kx into Equation (3.1) yields a general dosed loop state space

system representation

I [A - Bk]lx

Many different forms of feedback can be used, as will be shown later in this

chapter.

B. STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE

When a system is in steady state, the derivatives of state variables associated

with velocities equal zero. This makes the system analysis simpler. Analysis of the

AUV IH lateral motion began by assuming steady state conditions (e.g., and

equal zero). During initial testing the AUV II rudders operated together, i.e., they

both moved' the same amount, though in opposite directions (8a,=--).

The linear, simplified equations of motion (Equations (2.3) and (2.4)) can be

solved simultaneously to produce an explicit steady-state expression for the yaw

(turning) rate, r, and approximate turning radius, R.

y,--P 13s u (Nr, 'Nj,)8

r=2

Y(mx -- P 14N- N,(m -21 -ly2)G r 2 r 32

R= u
r

2ý\



An exact expression for the turning radius R is R= r Equation (3.2)
r

assumes that the lateral velocity, v, is small when compared with the forward

velocity.

During the AUV U's "maiden voyage," the propellers turned at a speed
V

corresponding to a forward velocity of two feet per second. The rudders were

manually set at the maximum values (230). The AUV I was observed to turn at

a rate of approximately 9"/min in a turning radius of two vehicle lengths. These

values were used as the baseline for determining the accuracy with which

Equation (3.2) predicted the AUV II motion.

Table VI shows the Estimate I steady -state hydrodynamic coefficients and

the corresponding turning rate and turning radius. The Estimate i hydrodynamic

-coefficients did not produce a sufficiently fast turning rate. The effect of each

hydrodynamic coefficient on the turning rate was analyzed to determine which

coefficients should be modified, and by what amount.

The sensitivity of the turning rate to a change in a hydrodynamic coefficient

is given by the slope of a curve of the turning rate versus the coefficient in

question. Expressed matheematically, this equals Tr where HC is the

hydrodynamic coefficient in question. Treating turning rate as a function of YV,

Yr, NV, and N., the turning rate sensitivities are:,
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TABLE VT. STEADY-STATE, SURFACED AUV II PERFORMANCE

Estimate I Estimate 2

Y, -0.03896 -0.03896 -0.03896

Y, 0.01187 0.01187 0.01187

NY, -0.00714 -0.00769 -0.00769

N, -0.01196 -0.01022 -0.01022

Y&. Y68, 0.02345 0.02345 0.02345

u (ft/sec) 2.0 2.0 1.5

8 (degrees) 23.0 23.0 23.0

r (deg/sec) 6.39 8.79 6.6

R (vehicle lengths) 2.45 1.79 1.79

aY" (YV,mx - -Pl N,) -N,,1(m- P1 sy,))
2 2

Or ~-NU.M-1 I 4N,

ayY (y¥(mx 0 - l1N)-N'l(m--P13y))2

N, (Y,(mxG - 1 N) - N,,(m - P 13y,))2

2 2

NUM_14I Y,
ar .2

ar (Y,(rnX_- I'N 7-N~I(m- l3Y,))2

2 2
272

/

i~r 2.

a~r y"(XG a 4N) NYI(M P 13r)/

I~~ 2



where

NUM -- -3(N.. _N.)Y, u8
2

DEN= Yv(mxG- _.lN,) - Nl(m- Py)
2 V 2

These equations are cumbersome to work with. Directly plotting the predicted

turning rate against different values of the hydrodynamic coefficients provided

an easier method by which to determine which coefficients most affected the

turning rate. Figure 3.1 shows a plot of turning rate versus the hydrodynamic

coefficients as they were individually varied from 50% to 150% of their Estimate

1 value.

The hydrodynamic coefficients associated with the moment of the vehicle

due to yaw and lateral velocity, N' and N,, had the largest affect on turning rate.

For this reason, it was decided to adjust the values of N, and Nr, to values listed

as Estimate 2 in Table VI.

The results obtained using the Estimate 2 values were deemed dose enough

to use for additional modeling for various reasons. Since exact values of yaw rate

and turning radius were not known, it was unreasonable to obtain "exact"

matching with the observed values. It should be noted that the ALJV 11 did slow

down during turns. Simulations using an average forward velocity of 1.5

feet/second also yielded results reasonably close to observed values.
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Figure 3.1 AUV II Turn Radius Sensitivity

C AUV II LATERAL MOTION REPRESENTATION

The general form of the state space equations describing the AUTV II lateral

motion are

v=a,,uv + al 2ur b, b1 U 28. b12U 258(3.3

ta2,uv + 922ur + b21u 25r + b22 U 25r
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or, in matrix notation

00 1 ii 0r 0 2
[ 0=[ a,, a 1 1 V + li b 1  2 (&4)'

[i t0 a2 anJ J, [b2 b u22 ]

The coefficients in Equations (3.3) and (3.4) were determined by simultaneously

solving the linear, simplified equations of motion (Equations (2.3) and (2.4)) for

0 and f, and are listed below.

"AlBl - A. 2B4] [12 1 AB,a A1 B-A 2 B2 a12= AlB 2-ABl

A4Bj - A[BAB-AB 1]a a22= [3S B A=•B

"A•B, -ArB5 _, A2BI - A''Bs

- A5B 2 -A'2 BS bb•A.B-A 2B1 A23
LAIB2 -A2 ]311 J 2 AlB2 -A2BI J

= A5B1 A1 B5 1 l =AB-J1
bl A.B 1.A1BF'1 b2= LA2B -AIB 2J

where, expressing the hydrodynamic coefficients in non-dimensional form,

A, =m -Y9 B1 =emx, -N,

'A2 = mxr - Yt B2 = Iz-Nt

A3 = Y'-'m Ma =N,-mxc

A4 = Y, B4 = N,,

A5 = Ya B5 = +Na,.

A6 = Y• Bs = +N&,
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In this form, the open loop dynamic matrix is singular, and one pole will always

be located at zero. An alternative form of defining the system would only include

the rows associated with lateral velocity and yaw rate. In addition, the system as

defined couains two inputs, the bow and stem rudder angles. During initial

operation of the AUV 11, the rudders were not operated independently. Thus,

Equation (3.4) simplifies to

[;JI[ 2 ] 1 2 8  (3.5)

where 8., = 8
8,b = -8
b - b12

D. CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM CONTROL DEVELOPMENT

1. Transfer Function Formulation

A marine vessel is steered to a required heading (W) by using the

rudders. For this reason, the relationship, or transfer function, between Wv and 8

is of primary concern when developing a control law. The solid lines in Figure 3.2

show the block diagram representing the AUV II steering plant as expressed by

Equation (3.5).
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mFal

Figure 3.2 Simple Proportional/Derivative Controller

Simultaneously solving the above equations yields the transfer function

between W, and 8

*b2 U2 'S+(a.2,b -a,,b2)U38

Expressed in the "s," or Laplace domain, the transfer function becomes

Wb 2U2 + (a 2 Ab1 a1 1 b2)Ua 36
S[Ss2 .-(all .a)us * (a1 1 a2 -a, 2a2 ,)U 2 )

Up to this point only the open loop situation has been addressed, i.e.

provide a given rudder angle, 6, and observe the change in heading, W. In
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practice, the AUV II must maintain an ordered heading, Vo- This requires the use

of a dosed loop controller.

A simple proportional/derivative controller of the form

6 -KV. + K2 *, where W.-=vo-'v (W.7)

was chosen for the initial form of the AUV II lateral motion controller. This form

of controller is easy to implement in a situation such as this where the rate of

change of heading (and thus rate of change of heading error) is able to be

determined explicitly from the output of the "plant." It also has the added

advantage of providing a more rapid and better damped system response than

a controller that uses only the actual value of the heading error.

Since v=r, Equation (3.6) can be integrated to obtain a transfer function

strictly between r and 6

r his ÷+no(3 8

" s 2 + d1s +do

where no = (a21 b, -all b2) U 3

n = b2 u2

do= (a,, a2 - a_, a21 ) U2

d = -(a,, + a2) u

By combining Equation (3.8) with the control law of Equation (3.7), an expression

for the transfer function between V. and A can be determined

K , (n, s n .)

W. (Ml +KIs)(ns+n.)-S(s2 +ds+do)
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The denominator of Equation (3.9) is the characteristic equation of the AUV IU

lateral motion performance model subjected to a step input (W,,). Through analysis

techniques such as an s-plane pole and zero plot, the desired response of the

AUV II can be established.

2. Second Order System Response

The AUV II lateral motion system as represented by Equation (3.8) is

a second order system. In general, a second order system can be represented is

the s-domain by

C(S) 0.2 (2R(s) (3.10)
(s82 + 2Co +)

where C(s) = output(AV)
R(s) = input(Wo)
ci), = system natural frequency

= damping ratio

When the input,, R(s), is a unit step input, such as a normalized ordered heading

(W'), Equation (3.10) becomes

C(S) c°C fs=i (3.11)

s(s� + 2 €on +

for which the transient output is

c(t) Wfi(t) = 1 - le + 0)sin(co3t + 9)

where P3 C2 and 0 =tan-'(P/Q.
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The transient output of the system is, defined by the swiftness of

response as measured by rise time (T,) and time to peak value (Td), and the

closeness of response to the desired peak value'(M.? and settling time (T). When

analyzing the response of system to a step input, the most cormmo n parameters

used are settling time and percent overshoot (P.O.) which is related to rise time

and time to peak value. The settling time is the length of time required for the

system response to stabilize within a certain percentage, usually 2%, of the final

system value. For A second order system with a damping constant of se), the

response will remain within 2% after four time constants:

Percent overshoot, using the ordered course, W,, as the input, is defined by

P.O x'VO1 0 0 %

The response of a second order system depends strongly upon the value of the

damping ratio (D. If ý is low, the system will respond more rapidly (decreasing

T, and Td), but oscillate more around the final value, increasing peak value of the

output as well as the settling time. A system with a large value of will respond

slower (longer T, and Td,, but it won't oscillate as much.

3. Gain Determination

Figure 3.2 can be simplified into the "reduced" form of Figure 3.3 in

which the entire ATJV II "plant" is represented as one block.
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Figure 3.3 "Reduced" Representation of Proportional/Derivative
Controller

The transfer function between the ordered course (Wo) and the actual

heading (W') is given by Equation (3.9). The denominator of Equation (3.9) forms

the characteristic equation

s 3 + (d, -K 2n,)s 2 + (d0 - K2•n -K~n )s - Kjn0 = 0 (3.12)

wlich can be analyzed using root locus techniques. First, Equation (3.12) is

rearranged to separate K,

(-n, s + n0 (3.13)

S 3 + (d,-K 2 n1 )s 2 + (dO-K 2no)s

Equation (3.13) has zeros at no/n 1 =0.2183. One pole is located at s=0. The other

two poles are obtained by solving the denominator of Equation (3.13)

s 2 (d1 -K2n,)s+ (do -K 2no) 0 (3.14)
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Note that Equation (3.14) is strictly a function of K2. An iterative method was

used to determine optimum values of K, and K2, in which values for K. were first

chosen, and corresponding values of K1 were then obtained graphically using an

s-domain plot.

A damping ratio (Q) of 0.707 was chosen as an acceptable goal. For a

step input (e.g. applied rudder angle) a damping ratio of 0.707 provides a rise

time of four, time constants, with approximately 5% overshoot. On the s-domain

plot, a line that bisects the angle between the real and imaginary axes' (450 from

the vertical) represents a damping ratio of 0.707.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the s-domain plots for choices of K2=0.5 and

2.5 respectively. The "Xs" on the real axes on both figures represent the locations

of the system poles for KI=O. By increasing K1 from zero, the location of the two

system poles of Equation (3.14) was changed. For K2=0.5, a damping ratio of 0.707

was obtained for values of K1=0.5 and 2.5. For K2=2.5, a value of K,=6.5 produced

a damping ratio of 0.707, and K,=2.95 produced a damping ratio close to 0.707.

The simulated performance of the AUV II to a course change of 106 was analyzed

for each of the four combination of gains obtained through s-domain analysis.

Figure 3.6 is a plot of rudder angle (6) versus time, and Figure 3.7 shows heading

angle (xV) versus time. Time on both these plots is normalized; one unit is the time

for the simulated AUV II to travel one shiplength. Figure 3.8 is an X-Y

(geographic position) plot of the simulated AUV Ii through the turn. Table VII

summarizes the performance of the four different gain combinations.
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TABLE VII. SIMULATED AUV II PERFORMANCE
FOR VARIOUS GAIN COMBINATIONS

Option Value of K1 & K2  Normalized Course
Number : Rise Time % overshoot

K, : K2  (Vehicle Lengths)

1 2.5 0.5 2.8 11+
2 0.5 ' 0.5 >10 N.A.+
3 6.0 2.5 2.5 8

2.95 ' 2.5 4.1 4
-2.-

Analysis of the Figure 3.6 shows that the best rudder performance was

obtained using gain options i and 4. The full capability of the rudder was not

used in gain option 2, and an excessive amount of reverse rudder was used in

gain option 3. Figure 3.7 shows the least amcunt of course overshoot was
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obtained with gain option 3, with gain option 1 providing the next best result.

Gain option 4 had almost no overshoot, but the tirie to achieve final course (rise

time) was much longer than for either gain option 1 or 3. Gain options 1 and 3

provided the tightest track, though the track obtained with gain option 4 is

acceptable. Yielding from the gain option 1 resulted in the best overall

performance of the simulated AUV II.

The best overall performance was obtained with gain options 1 and 4.

Gain option 1 was chosen as the one to use in the actual AUV II for initial testing

because the actual values of K, and K2 were less than for gain option 4. This

translates to less rudder activity and power consumption on the AUV II, an

important consideration due to the limited battery life.

E. COMPARISON WITH ACTUAL AUV II PERFORMANCE

Initial closed loop control, in-water testing of the AAUV II was performed in

the Naval Postgraduate School swimming pool. This environment was free of

outside disturbances, such as currents and high winds. A racetrack pattern was

used for initial closed loop testing. Table VIII summarizes the heading commands

to the AIUV II control system. using a racetrack pattern.
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TABLE VIII. INITIAL AUV II TESTING COURSE COMMANDS

Time (seconds) Course (degrees)

0 000

30 180

90 360

Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the AUV II heading versus time using data

obtained from the onboard heading gyro. Superimposed' is the simulated AUV II

heading for the same racetrack pattern. The constant offset in heading is caused

by model inaccuracies and the speed difference between the simulated AUV II,

which was assumed to be a constant 1.6 feet per second, and the actual AUV II,

which increased in s-peed from 0 to approximately 1.6 feet per second during the

first 30 seconds. If th.- fiu.t 30 seconds of data are discarded, the heading match

between the simu!, d nind actual AUV II's is extremely close (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.11 is i plot of simulated and actual AUV II turning rate versus

time. There is close --reement between both results, though the actual AUV II

turning rate increased faster than the computer model. Figure 3.12 shows the

rudder performance.

The initial performance of the AUV II was very encouraging. Hydrodynamic

coefficients predicted using primarily steady state turning analysis and linearized

equations of motion produced good results, noteworthy considering that when

turniig radii as small as the AUV II's occur (<4 ship lengths) significant non-
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linearities are encountered in ship mowling. The correlation bptween actual and

simulate& results was sufficiently close not to require additional'modifications

prior to submerged testing of the AUV 11.

Information still lacking at this point in tie -.,ting program was the accurate

measurement of the AUV II speed. Additional analysis and refinement of the

AUV II computer model had to wait until the onboard speed sensor was

calibrated. Chapter IV will describe submerged AUV I1 testing, final

determination of the lateral motion hydrodynamic coefficients, and the

determination of other important hydrodynamic coefficients for the six-degree-of-

freedom computer model.
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IV. AUV I1 SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM COMPUTER MODEL

A. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Further development of the AUV II model required the use of a complete

three dimensional, six-degree-of-freedom computer simulation. The six equations

of motion for a si bmerged vehicle [Ref. 101 (surge, sway, heave, yaw, pitch, and

roll) were incorporated into the computer code without using any simplifying

assumptions. This permitted the maximum flexibility in determining the level of

model sophistication. By setting various hydrodynamic coefficients to zero,

simpler models could be analyzed. Integrations used to calculate the drag forces

in the lateral, heave, pitch, and yaw equations are performed numerically using

the trapezoidal rule.

The computer program has the capability to simulate a submerged vehicle

using all hydrodynamic coefficients. In developing the AUV 1U model, a number

of simplifying assumptions were made. These assumptions and known physical

characteristics of the ALV II are summarized below:

1. The AUV 11 is neutrally buoyant- W=B

2. The AUV II is symmetrically loaded in the transverse direction
(y,=0 and yB=O), and the vertical certer of buoyancy is midway
between the top and bottom of AUV H (z,=o).

3. The counter-rotating propellers produce no yaw moment (N P=0).
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4. The products of inertia about the body system zero because the
AUV II possesses two axes of symmetry.

5. The AUV 1H acceleration and decelerations rates are small enough
so that propeller slip can be neglected.

6. The effect of cross-coupled hydrodynamic coefficients can beneglected in most cases, again because of the ALV II geometric
symmetry.

The resulting equations of motion are presented below.

muq - mvp - mxapr + mzG(p 2 + q 2)

+ Zquq + Zjiw + u 2(Zk,8. + Zsb8b) (4.1)
_ -[Cx~h(x)(v~xr)2 +÷Cwb(xXw-xq)2] (w-xq) dx
[ )Udx)

Heave Equation of Motion

mu + mzq -XQx =

mvr - mwq + mxq 2 + mxr 2 _ mzGpr + Xr 2 + Xv 2
(4.2)

+u
2 (X6.82 + Xajb +) ;52) rbu

Surge Equation of Motion
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my +MX~.jr -ZG 7z Ytt -YV

MWP - MUr -MX~pq

-MZ~qr + Y~ur +y~uv + U2 IY8.8- + Y6 8ý.)

- Q (QhxXXV+xr)2 .C~b(x)Kw-xq) 2] U(v) +xr

* Sway Equation of Motion

(I, -1.)qr mzrur - mz~wp +Kpup -(ZGW - ZBB)cosOsino (4.4)

Roil Equation of Motion

(I. - I,)pr - mx~uq + nxrvp + MZGVr - MZ~wq +

+ Mquq'+ Mwuw + U2 (Ma.S. + M~ 8 b) - (%GW- ZBB)sinO (4.5)

-r-[C~,,h(x)(v~xr)
2 +Cbx(-q) (W -q d

Udjx)

Pitch Equation of Motion

It + mx,,4,- Ntt- N.*

(I4- pq - mxu + mwp+ Nrur + N~uv
+ u 2(Ns.Sr + Ns8,.k) +(xG~W - xBB)CoOseifl, + u N (4.6)

- [C~yh(X)(V+Xr) 2 + .Cb(x)(w -xq)2] v xr) x
Udjx)

Yaw Equation of Motion

where Ud(x) = Rv+xrYl + (W xq)2 11/ 2
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In addition to these equations, the six-degree-of-freedom computer model

includes equations for the euler angle rates (ýr, 4, 0) and inertial position rates

(x, y,, ±). These equations are contained in [Ref. 101 and can be easily interp:eted

from the six-degree-of-freedom computer model in Appendix B.

B. ESTIMATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

The determination of the hydrodynamic coefficients in the yaw and sway

equations (4.3 and 4.6) was discussed in Chapters II and III. This section will

discuss the determination of the hydrodynamic coefficients in the remaining

equations of motion.

1. Heave and Pit:h Ec.,aations

The hydrcdynamic coefficients in the heave equation (4.1) Zw, Z,,Z4

and ZV, and pitch equation (4.5) Mw, MW, Mq, Mq were determined by

geometrically scaling the given SDV hydrodynamic coefficients. The

hydrodynamic coefficients related to the accelerations are a function of the added

mass of the vehicle. Due to the similar, and fairly rectangular shapes of the AUV

II and SDV, the coefficients can be considered proportional to the enclosed

volume, or mass since both vehicles are neutrally buoyant. For example

(Z*)sDv L L(Zý )sDv "KmsDvS 2

where ZV is the dimensionless hydrodynamic coefficient. (For convenience the

prime has been left off in other discussions regarding hydrodynamic coefficients,
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and will again be left off after this section). Writing a similar expression for

(Z) AI.v, and taking the ratio between the two coefficients yields

(7ý )AUV- (7 )SDv L,-DV

By substituting in the appropriate vehicle dimensions and masses

(Zý kuv = 0.3718 (Zý)spy

This same ratio applies to the geometric scaling for the other acceleration-related

terms.

The velocity-related hydrodynamic coefficients are related to drag forces

on the vehicle. For the pitch and heave equations the areas of interest are the

vehicle top and bottom. For example

(Z,)s DV- . L, (Z,)sDv K LsDv BsDv

Again taking a ratio between AUV II and SDV hydrodynamic coefficients yields

(Z')AUV (Z~)SDV LSI) B.UV 3 .15Z)

Table IX summarizes the results of geometrically scaling the hydrodynamic

coefficients for the pitch and heave equations.
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TABLE IX. PITCH AND HEAVE EQUATION

HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Coefficient SDV Value Scaling Factor AUV 11 Value

Z -0.30200 0.5195 -0.15687
w

Z -0.13500 0.5195 -0.07013
q

M 0.09860 0.5195 0.05122

M -0.06860 0.5195 -0.03563,
q

-0.24300 '0.3718 -0.09340

Z -0.00681 0.3718 -0.00253

M -0.00681 0.3718 -0.00253

Mq -0.01680 0.3718 -0.00625

2. Roll Equation

The primary hydrodynamic coefficients, K and K,, in the roll equation

(4.4) were also determined by scaling the given SDV hydrodynamic coefficients.

When a vehicle enters a turn the amount and direction of roll is a function of the

location of CB and CG and the lateral force caused by lateral motion (Yv). Prior to

scaling, the effect of the fin on the SDV had to be "removed" from the given

values of K and K . This was dore by multiplying the given values of Kp andK P

by the ratio of the given SDV and Finless SDV values of Y,:
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0(0)00 -(0.0585J -0.00711

(•')•,.(•)__ __---o• uoo -.0ooo5

ui,,f ..le (K; )g -0.00101 C-0.03585 =-0.00065
~. -0.-05550)

As in the case of the heave and pitch equations, the acceleration coefficient is a

function of the added mass term, and is proportional to the masses of the

'Vehides. Thus

(k; )AU = 0.3718(k; )S = (0.3718)(-0.0065) - -0.00024

The velocity-related coefficient, K , is a function of the area of the vehicle side,

normal to the lateral velocity vector,

(KO )5 )v PL 2(k; )SDV K Tsa v LsDv
2

and taking the ratio between AUV II and SDV terms yields

(K/)U ( LPSDV -;)TAU '
(KDV (-0.00711)(0.7598 -0.00540

3. Surge Equation

The acceleration-related hydrodynamic coefficient, X,, in the surge

equation (4.2), was estimated by geometric similarity in the same way as

described for other acceleration-related hydrodynamic coefficients.
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)Auv = 0.3718(Xý)sv - -0.00282

In order to account for nonlinearities in the equations of motion that

become significant when turning radii as tight as the AUV II has are encountered,

two cross-correlation coefficients were included in the AUV IH model. Xn, the

hydrodynamic force in the x direction as a function of yaw rate, and Xw, the

hydrodynamic force in the x direction as a function of lateral velocity were

estimated for the given SDV values by geometric similarity. The area on the

vehicle of concern for these coefficients is the side, thus both X1 and X,, are

proportional to the product of vehicle length and draft.

(X,,)SDv P L 2 (X,)sVv"KLsJvTSDv
2

(Xr)sDv L= L'4(XI)sDv "KLsDvTsDv

Taking ratios of expressions for X., and X, for the ALV U and SDV yields

(Xjý)AUV (Xvý)SDV ( SDV )(TAUV (0.05290)(0.7598) =0.0401, LSD TsrT

=X)U (XV) 80 V fLSD "j'fAUV'1 (-0.00401)(4.327) 0.01735
LAUV TSDV.)

Neglecting propeller slip, X.op is proportional to the overall vehicle drag

coefficient, CDo. The process begins with the general equation of propulsion force
u

where n= -, u. = speed (ft/sec), and n. = rpm. Rearranging terms, and
n

collecting coefficients results in the following non-linear differential equation:
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(M_-.Pl3Xý)a-EPl2U2X;
2 2

-Pl2C,(,nn)n --Pl2CDoU2
2 2

(m-X•)ufxau 2 = aTi2 n where a -Pl 2CDo (4.7)
2

This equation can be solved by isolating time and speed-related terms on opposite

sides of the equation sign, and then integrating from an initial condition of u=O

at t=O to u=uo at t=t. The resulting expression for speed, u, is

e At 1_2ailn
u=1ne At 1, where A= -a (4.8)e^ ÷ m -X•

To find a value for Cm, an expression for a in Equation (4.7) in terms of the other

coefficients is required. By assuming u to be a linear fraction (a) of u., when t=T,

and n=n,, then

e +'_

Inserting the expression for A from Equation (4.8), and after some algebra, an

equation for a is obtained

a = 2T , In a+ (4.9)

2u.T ( LF-a)

Placing Equation (4.9) into the definition of a in Equation (4.7), and rearranging

terms yields an explicit expression for CDo
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CDo 2 In( +a (4.10)
uoTplI I a

Observations of the AUV II during its maiden voyage indicated the vehicle

achieved full speed after a bit more than 20 seconds. By assuming that the AUV

IU had achieved 90 percent of maximum speed at 20 seconds, using Equation

(4.10), an estimated value for Coo of 0.015 was obtained.

C. ACThAL AUV II PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH MODEL

1. Speed

A computer program was written to compute the ALUV II speed versus

time for various values of CDo. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of speed versus time for

"three different values of CDO. Included on the figure is a plot of actual AUV II

speed during initial acceleration. The two second offset from zero is due to a data

recording problem in the AUV II; shifting the curve to the left shows that it

coincides very close to the CDO=0.015 curve. Figure 4.2 is a plot of time to reach

a certain percentage of top speed versus CDo. Curves are plotted for 90%, 95%,

and 99% of maximum speed. The AIV II reaches 90% of top speed in

approximately 12 seconds.

2. Run Profile

The following figures show how close the AU'V U model matches the

actual AUV II performance. A "Figure 8" run profile was used for this
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comparison. Ordered AUV II speed was two. feet/second, and the ordered depth

was two feet.

Figure 4.3 shows the rudder commands used to drive the AUV HI

through the run. After an initial straight run, the ordered rear rudder angles were

±150; ordered bow rudder angles were the opposite of the stern rudder angles.

Figure 4.4 compares measured AUV 11 turning rate with the computer model. The

actual AUV II propeller speeds, are shown in Figure 4.5. Note that the rpms are

different; the right motor saturates at a lower rpm than' the left motor. Fifteen

seconds into the run, the speed controller, on board the AUTV II ordered lower

rpms to maintain a speed of two feet per second. Shortly thereafter the first turn

began which caused speed to drop, and full speed was ordered on the propellers

for the remainder of the run. The gradual drop in rpm during the remainder of

the run was due to a drop in battery voltage.

Figure 4.6 compares. the computer model and actual AUV Il speeds.,

There is close agreement between the model and actual speeds.

The AUV 11 model depth performance is shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8

is a plot of the actual stern plane deflection versus time. The actual AUV 11 planes

moved quite a bit to maintain the vehicle on depth through the turns.

Comparisons between actual and simulated vehicle pitch rate were not quite as

satisfactory as for lateral motion. This is due to a lack of calibration of the

hydrodynamic coefficients in the vertical plane as was done for the' lateral

equations of motion. Nevertheless, the developed computer model provided an
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excellent basis for designing an accurate depth controller, as evidenced by the

- results of Figure 4.7.
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V. POSITION ESTIMATION AND LATERAL VELOCITY
OBSERVER DESIGN AND CALIBRATION

A. BACKGROUND

The safe operation of a ship and its ability to'perform assigned missions

requires a continuous knowledge of position. Navigation equipment required in

ships has been established by international convention [Ref. 26] and

includes a marine radar system, radio direction finder, gyroscopes, and'echo

sounders. Additional equipments used to fix a ship's position include doppler

sonar, satellite positioning receiver, LORAN and Omega.

During the period between fixes a ship's, position is estimated using a

procedure known as "dead reckoning," in which the ship's position is projected

ahead based on ordered course and speed. Ocean currents and errors in

estimating or maintaining the ship's course and speed result in the generation of

,a circle of position uncertainty around the "dead reckoned" position estimate.

Naval vessels commonly have an inertial navigator system to accurately estimate

position between fixes. The inertial navigator consists of accelerometers mounted

such that accelerations in sway, heave and surge are accurately sensed. The

accelerations are integrated to determine the vessel's velocity along the three

principle axes. 7he velocities are integrated again to obtain the. distance the ship

has traveled since the last fix.
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Precise knowledge of the AUV 11 position is just as critical a problem as with

any vessel. In fact, the absence of human intervention during a mission requires

that navigation and motion control systems provide an extremely accurate

estimate of position at all times. The current configuration of the AUV II does not

include, a system for determining a navigational fix.

The size of the AUV 11 limits the size and complexity of onboard navigation

systems. Within the confines of the NPS swimming pool it is feasible to use the

sona. system for position fixing provided accurate sonar ranges to tk., walls of the

swimming pool are available, that information can be used to determine the AUV

'II position. However, the quality of sonar returns from the walls of the swimming

pool are frequently not accurate and consistent enough, especially during turns,

to provide continuous and reliable fix information.

The accelerometers on board the AUV II could also be employed as an

inertial navigation system to provide a continuous and accurate estimate of the

AUV II position. However, the sensitivity of the accelerometers, which must be

capable of withstanding gravitational acceleration, is insufficient to accurately

measure typical AUV II accelerations which are in the range of .05g.

Data available from instrumentation on board the AUV I1 includes forward

velocity (u), heading (M), and turning rate (r). Equation (5.1) shows the state space

method to determine AUXV H velocities in the x and y directions.
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S= ucosW - vsinf (5.1)

usinV + vcosW

Position is then determined by integrating * and y. Note that lateral velocity (v),

is not available from instrumentation on board the AUV II. The "dead reckoner"

on board the AUV' II uses only velocity and heading information to determine

position, i.e. v is always assumed to be 0. This results in significant position

inaccuracies being built up during the AUV II operation.

With these limitations in mind, three different methods were investigated

to provide the AUV II with an accurate position estimator. The first method

investigated used the six-degree-,of-freedom computer model developed in the

previous chapter. A second method used a reduced order observer to estimate

lateral velocity. The third method investigated was an explicit determination of

lateral velocity based on the turning rate.

B. SIMULATION POSITION ESTIMATE

The six-degree-of-freedom simulation program was used to provide an

estimate of lateral velocity to use in Equation (5.1). The program simulates the

rates of change of lateral velocity (0) and turning rate (") using Equation (3.5).

After performing a first order integration to determine v

v = v + (At)* (5.2)
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Sand , are calculated using Equation (5.1). The present AUV II position is then

determined by a first order integration of the form of Equation (5.2).

The shortcoming of this method of estimating the AUV II position is that the

actual turning rate, r., is not equal to the simulated turning rate, r,•. Figure 5.1

shows a comparison of rd, and rim for the first 100 seconds of the "Figure 8" run

profile analyzed in the previous chapter. The difference in the simulated r

between Figures 4.4 and 5.1 is due to the fact that Figure 5.1 was obtained by

using a simulation of the horizontal plane equations only. Since no pitch motions

and dive plane activity is present in this case, the model is, as expected, more

responsive. Even if the AUV II hydrodynamic coefficients were exactly known,

r., and rs,m would not always be equal. Over time this difference would result in

an ever-increasing error in actual versus estimated positions.

C. REDUCED ORDER OBSERVER

The development of a closed loop lateral motion control system for the AUV

II as described in Chapter M1 did not require a knowledge of lateral velocity. An

accurate estimate of the AUV II position does require knowledge of lateral

velocity. Because lateral velocity is not a state variable that can be measured, it

must be estimated.

A dynamic system in which state variables are estimated from known

(measured) variables is called an observer. It can be shown [Ref. 27] that

for an observable system, an observer can be designed such that the difference
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of r., versus r.,.

between the state of the actual system and the state of the observer can be made

to reach zero as fast as desired through pole placement techniques. If some of the

dynamic system state variables can be measured, then a reduced order observer

can be developed to estimate the remaining state variables.

The development of a reduced order observer for lateral velocity begins with

the equations for t and v presented in Equation (3.3), and reproduced below.

ua1 uv + sa2 ur + blu 2 1., + b12u 285b (5.3)

t-a 21 uv + a22ur + b2 1u 2r.r + b 22u 25rb
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In Equation (5.3) r is known, but v must be estimated by

v, +a1 1ur ÷a 12uC I'y + b 2u + b 12u 28rb

By defining

0 Ly z (5.4)

where

t Fz + Gy + Hu (5.5)

the estimation error can be defined as

, A

-V - -v, = a 1 2ur r a1 uv +bju 2 . + b 12u25• -Ly- t

After a few algebraic steps, and grouping terms associated with r, v, 8, and 8., the

estimation error cart be expressed as

- Fe - [a12u - LC~a 22u÷ FLC, - GC1]r

+ [a1 1u + LCla21u -FIv
(5.6)

+ [bllu 2 - LC0b 21u 2 - H1]8.

+ [b 12u 2 - LC0b 22u 2 - H 2] 8

For the error to be independent of r, v, 8, and 8,, the matrices multiplying them

must vanish (i.e. equal 0). Therefore, matrices F, G and H can be defined as
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F - allu- LC~a~u

G = [a12u - LCla2u]C 1 + F

H - [b11u 2 - LC b21u 2  b12U2 - LClb22U2]T

and,

6 Fe

For the systern to be stable, the eigenvalues of F must lie in the left half of the s-

plane. Since F in this problem is a scalar, appropriate eigenvalues, equivalent to

the observer time constants, can be directly determined without computing the

determinant of a matrix.

The observer gain matrix, L, also a scalar in this problem, is found by

solving

F =a,u - La21 u =-u (5.7)T.1

-U

where - represents the eigenvalue of F. The AUV I vehicle length is 1, and T.

is expressed in time to travel a certain number of vehicle lengths. Different values

of the observer time constant, T., result in different values of the observer gain

matrix. Once a value for L has been found, Equations (5.4) and (5.5) are used to

calculate an estimated value for v which is then used in Equations (5.1) and (5.2)

to calculate the AUV II velocities and the present ALJV II position.

Figure 5.2 is a plot of lateral velocity versus time for the first 100 seconds of

the Figure 8 run profile. Note the variation of estimated lateral velocity 'versus
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time constant. Varying the time constant of a linear observer should only affect

the speed with which the estimate converges to the exact value. However, in this

instance varying the time constant also affected the steady state value of lateral

velocity. The reasons for this will be discussed after the next section which

describes the development of the "explicit" lateral velocity curve shown in Figure

5.2.

0.6

0.40.

-0.4

0 10 20 3 4 0 60 o0 7 8a o 90100
"7z'Lm (860C,•s,)

Figure 5.2 AUV II Lateral Velocity versus Time for Different Observer.
Time Constants

D. EXPLICIT DETERMINATION OF LATERAL VELOCITY

The expressions for -v and f with the bow and stem rudders not operating

independently are contained in Equation (3.5), and printed below in equation vice

matrix form.
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S= auv + a12ur + bju 28

Sa 12 uv+ a2ur + b2u 2 8

The rudder angle, 8, can be eliminated by rearranging the equations, yielding an
IL

equation that is a function of v, (r, r and t only,

b2o (bla21 -b2a,,)uv b1 - + (a12b2 -blaz2)ur

or,. in the s domain

KT 3sv+Kv = Kr+IT 4 sr

where K = (ba 21 - b2a 1)u

T3 = b/K (5.9)

K, (a12b2 - bla 22)u

T4,= bl/Ky,,

K and K, are constants and T3 and T.4 can be treated as time constants of v and

r respectively.

Equation (5.9) can be rearranged to clearly show the explicit' transfer

function that exists between v and r

v - K,(1 T 4 s) (5.10)

r K(1 + Ts)

from which an explicit solution for v can -be derived

=__1v K__IT4 . _____ r (5.11) "
V __ +

T3  .KT3  KT3
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The "explicit" lateral velocity curve of Figure 5.2. was obtained by using Equation

(5.10) to Jtermine V.

A possible problem exists with Equation (5.11) in that the derivative of r is

used to calculate V. Any noise in the value of r is amplified by taking its

derivative, and this amplified noise has the potential to degrade the computed

value of 4. Therefore, it is desirable to eliminate the zero associated with t. This

is accomplished by writing the reciprocal of Equation (5.10) and performing a

Taylor series expansion of the right hand side. The resulting "first order" transfer

function between v and r is

r K + K(T3 -T4 )s

in which, in the time domain, Equation (5.12), 4 is a function of only v and r

1 V+ K, r (5.12)
T3 -T 4  K(T3 -T4 ).

Figure 5.3 shows the explicitly determined lateral velocity as computed by the

exact expression (Equation (5.11)) and the first order approximation (Equation

(5.12)). Also shovn, for comparison, is the 0-th order approximation obtained

from Equation (5.10) by substituting s=0. In th: c:ase of the ALJV H1 the effect of

noise in the value of t is minimal. Though tL,,ý amplitude of all the terms in

Equation (5.11) are within the same order of mat rdt',de, it appears that any noise

introduced into the estimation of 4 is minimized by the subsequent integration

to obtain v.
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Figure 5.3 Explicitly Determined AUV II Lateral Velocity, Exact and First
Order Approximations

The explicitly determined lateral velocity behaves as an observer with a time

constant between 1 and 2. This "natural time constant" can be computed directly

from Equation (5.7). This time constant is a function of the AUV II hydrodynamic

coefficients which make up the various coefficients of the a and b matrices.

Substituting numbers into the equdtion yields a value of T. of approximately 1.8.

This is consistent with the location of the. explicit curve on Figure 5.2.

E. OBSERVER CHARACTERISTICS AND CALIBRATION

The analysis so far has only compared different methods of estimating the

AUV HI lateral velocity. Still unknown is the actual AUV II lateral velocity, which

is the benchmark against which the different estimation methods must be judged.
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Since there is no way to determine the actual AUV 11 lateral veloJIy, the bix-

degree-of-freedom computer simulation was used to determine t appropriate

lateral velocity observer time constant.

1. Six-Degree-of-Freedom Calibration of Lateral Velocity Observer

Generating a track using the six-degree-of-freedom computer model of

the AUV involved no estimates of sensor errors. Recognizing that the model is not

yet a perfect representation of the AUV 1T, it could still be used to generate a

track against which the performance of the enhanced position estimator could be

evaluated. The inputs to the simulation were actual AUV II rpm and rudder

angles as recorded during an oval run prc tile performed by the AUV II. Actual

rpm and rudder commands were fed irto the simulation. The results of the

simulation were treated as the truth against which the different lateral velocity

observers were compared. Figure 5.4 is a plot of lateral velocity versus time. In

addition to the real lateral velocity as determined by the six-degree-of-freedom

computer model, results for observers with time constants of 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5

vehicle lengths are plotied.

Analysis of Figure 5.4 reveals that the best time constant for the lateral

velocity observer is approximately 2.0. The reason for the difference in the results

for different observer time constants can be attributed to the non-linearities of the

equations of motion used in the six-degree-of-freedom computer simulation. The

lateral motion observers were developed based on linear, simplified equations of

motion. Any non-linearities not accounted for in the observer design would result
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of Simulated AUV It Lateral Velocity with
Estimated Lateral Velocities

in the error in estimating lateral velocity not being independent of r, t, v and ,.

Thus, the observer would 'believe" the estimation error was zero, when it in fact

was not. These "hidden" non-linearities are responsible for the variation in steady

state lateral velocities seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.4.

In order to verify the variation in steady state lateral velocities during

the turns was in fact caused by non-linearities and that the observer was working

properly, the same speed and rudder commands from the oval run of the AUV

HI were used in a simulation program based solely on the simplified, linear

equations of motion. Figure 5.5 is a plot of the difference between the simulated

lateral velocity and the explicit and estimated lateral velocities. The differences are
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almost insignificant, thus verifying the proper performance of the lateral velocity

observer.

0.05S -*I "•

I IL
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Figure 5.5 Difference Between Simulated and Estimated AUV Il Lateral
Velocities Using Linear, Simplified Equations of Motion

Figure 5.6 shows the results of using the six-degree-of-freedom

computer model using a version of program OBSERVE (Appendix C). The solid

line is the actual simulated track, the "truth" which the enhanced position

estimator had to match. The dashed line shows the position estimate that would

have been calculated by the AUV II without lateral velocity information. The

dotted line shows the estimated position of the AUV IH using time constants of

1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. It appears that the best time constant lies between 2.0 and 2.5.
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Figure 5.6 Geographic Plot of Simulated AUV 11 Run

The improvement in position estimation using the reduced order

observer for lateral velocity is dearly seen. Figure 5.7 shows the difference

between the simulated and estimated x and y positions for a time constant of 2.3.

Nowhere is the error more than two feet. More importantly, since the position

estimator is being driven by the lateral velocity observer, the aoss track error is

never greater than one foot.

As pointed out before, the six-degree-of-freedom computer model of the

AUV II is not yet ier:'ci. C:,nsequently, there will be some differences between

an actual and simulated track. In particular, any error in lateral'velocity will be

integrated into the estimate of position. As time progresses, this error will

continually increase.
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Figure 5.7' Position Estimate Range Error

2. "Constant Pool Width" Verification

It has been shown that the reduced order lateral velocity observer and

the enhanced position estimator can accurately estimate the AUV II geographic

position when using the six-degree-of-freedom computer model. The ability of the

lateral velocity observer and enhanced position estimator to estimate actual AUV

II position from an actual AUV II run provided a second, independent means 'of

proving the validity of this technique to obtain a real-time position estimate of the

AUV II.

'The actual track of the AUV II would have to be determined from sonar

range data to the sides of the swimming pool. Fairly good sonar range data to the

edges of the swimming pool were available in the 'data file from the oval run

used in the previous section. In particular, this run contained two straight legs
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over 25 seconds long which provided a good lateral position of the AUV II in the

pool. The range data from the forward-looking sonar was also very good. Both

of these ranges could be combined to provide track data on the long legs of the

oval.

Figure 5.8 shows the geometry and terms associated with the "constant

pool width" method. Because the swimming pool is a constant width of 60 feet,

the sum of the initial distance the ALuV H was from the left edge of the swimming

pool, the lateral distance traveled, and the range to the right side of the pool

should be 60 feet, as described in Equation (5.13).

j Initial Range to Left Side of Pool

Lateral Distance

Traveled

80 Feet

AUV

'Range to Right
Side of Pool

Figure 5.8 "Constant Pool Width" Geometry

InftM1 ranefr= + Latw-wdiatan _ * Rauntorlght e(.13)
left pool wall ÷ v e pol wal
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Figure 5.9 shows the raw range data from the AUV U1 data file corrected

for the actual vehicle heading angle. During the time period shown, the range

shown is the range to the right wall of the swimming pool. The erroneous range

* spikes had to be deleted, or smoothed, prior to using the data file for further

analysis. A routine was written to smooth the data that used a threshold of .3 feet

of difference between successive sonar returns. If the range changed by more than

the threshold value the range was kept at the previous value until the actual

range returned to a value within the threshold. The dotted line in Figure 5.9

shows the areas in which the range information was smoothed.

45

E 40-

3 35-

30

20
50 65 e0 85 70 75 60

time (glee)
Figure 5.9, Rough, and Smooth Ranges to Right Side of Pool, 50-80

Seconds
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The initial distance from the left wall was obtained by analyzing Figure

5.10, which is a graph of the first six seconds of the oval trial run. The average

range appeared to be 6.1 feet. Even if the choice of average range was in error by

0.1 feet, the effect on the overall constant width calculation was very small.

6.25-

'6.158

2

:;6.05I

5 . . . . .. . .

5.95

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

time (see)
Figure 5.10 Range to Left Side of Pool, 0-6 Seconds

Figure 5.11 shows che initial results of the constant pool width

calibration using a horizontal plane dead reckoning program with a time constant

of 2.0. Though the horizontal dead reckoning program ,uses only the lateral

motion, its "esronse is very close to the six-degree-of-freedom computer model.

The curves in Figure 5.11 represent the width of the pool as calculated by

Equatiorn (5.:3). Both range terms in Equation (5.13) are known, hence any errors

are due to an incorrect estimation of lateral distance traveled.
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Figure 5.11 "Constant Pool Width" Verification

Figure 5.12 is a geographic plot of the AUV II oval track and range

data. The solid line represents the position of the AUV II as dead-reckoned by the

AUV I. The AUV II computes down'and cross track velocity using Equation (5.1),

with v=0.0. The dashed line is the enhanced position estimate of the AuV 11 using

a time constant of 2.0. The straight lines along each side of the oval tracks are the

ranges to the side of the pool obtained by the AUV II during the run.

A quick analysis of Figure 5.12 indicates that the enhanced position

estimate did a much better job of determining the act'ici position of the AUV 11.

Closer observation of Figure 5.12 reveals some problems with the onboard sensors

which affect the validity of the results presented.
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Figure 512 Geographic p)ot of AUV II Oval Run

iBoth edges of the oval were supposed to be parallel to the pool sides.

It can be seen that neither leg of the AUV II is parallel to the pool sides. This was

caused by a drifting problem with the heading gyro. Initial pool side tests of the

• heading gyro drift indicated an approxI imate drift rate of 0.014 radians/sec.

hubsequent testing indicated that drift rate varied as the supply voltage varied.

The supply voltage varied depending upon the rpm of the shafts. To a lesser

Sdegree, the turning rate gyro also drifted during this run. Both of these drift rates

had to be approximated to produce Figure 5.12.

It can also be seen that the AUV II track turns prior to the end of the

' straight range line. This is due to an inaccuracy in the calibration of the speed

sensor on the AUV U1. The solid line in Figure 5.13 shows the range to the far
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end of the pool during the initial leg of the oval. The dotted line during the first

nine seconds is a smoothed range computed by integrating the recorded AUV I1

speed. The constantly decreasing range from 10-33 seconds indicates the AUV 11

speed was approximately 2.3 feet/sec, though the onboard data file reported

speed approximately 1.6 feet/sec.

70

80 ......._ -. 
....

60-

"• so-

40 Tm (o
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Time (seconds)

Figure 5.13 Range to Far End of Pool, 0-40 Seconds

Nevertheless, compensation for the combination of sensor errors is

difficult. The sensor errors notwithstanding, Figure 5.12 does show that the

enhanced position estimator can be used to produce a better estimate of the AUV

II position.

It is noteworthy that the best lateral velocity observer time constant for

both the six-degree-of-freedom computer model and horizonal dead reckoning
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methods was approximately 2.0. These independent methods of determining the

perfoi.rnance of the lateral velocity observer and enhanced position estimator

pro%,: • ethod is sound. Improvements to the estimation of position in the six-

degi ?. or. - m-,lation computer model will Occur when the AUV H hydrodynamic

coeffideas are more accurately known. When the problems of sensor errors in the

AUV II -itself are solved, the accuracy of the estimated position, will be much

better. This research has demonstrated that the reduced order lateral velocity

observer and enhanced position estimator can be used to obtain a more accurate

estimate of the AUV II position.

/

i'
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis describes various aspects of research directly related to

supporting the initial phases of in-water testing of the NPS AUV 11. For the first

time in this project the hydrodynamic coefficients of the AUTV H vehicle were

estimated. Table X summarizes the hydrodynamic coefficients and significant

geometric properties of the AUV II as determined by this research.

A proportional-derivative controller was designed for initial closed loop

testing of the AUV II in the NPS swimming pool. The performance of the vehicle

was as predicted by computer simulations. Initial turning response of the vehicle

proved to be very satisfactory.

Labor, equipment, and time constraints limit the amount of in-water testing

that can be performed with the AUV II. A number of components within the

ALJV II have limited lifetimes, e.g., the gyros have a service life of only 200 hours.

For these reasons, it is important to conduct computer simulations of the AUV II

to test various guidance and cortrol schemes. To this end, a six-degree-of-freedom

computer model of the AUV II was developed.

Space limitations on board the AUV U restrict the amount of navigational

equipment that can be installed. To provide the ALV IU with an accurate means

by which to estimate current position, a reduced order observer for lateral
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velocity was developed and validated. By using the estimated lateral velocity with

actual AUV II speed and heading it was demonstrated that the kLrV H position

can be accurately estimated. The enhanced position estimator was tested using

both simulated and actual AUV II trial runs.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The hydrodynamic coefficients for the AUV II must be refined. Research

being conducted by Bahrke [Ref. 28] in the estimation of hydrodynamic

coefficients using parameter identification techniques should yield a more

accurate set of hydrodynamic coefficients. The coefficients will then result in

improved accuracy of the six-degree-of-freedom computer model and enhanced

position estimator.

The controllers and guidance schemes investigated for the AUV I and SDV

Mark 9 vehicles should be tested with the AUJV U. The six-degree-of-freedom

computer model is ideally suited to perform this testing.

The enhanced position estimator should be incorporated into the guidance

methods, and research conducted as to the best method by which to generate

heading commands based on the current estimated 'portion and next waypoint

generated by the mission planning software.

The speed measurement of the AUV Hl should be improved. As a minimum,

the paddle wheel speed sensor should again be calibrated. The performance of the

paddle wheel during a turn, where the actual vehicle velocity is not normal to the
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paddles, needs to be evaluated. Perhaps an improved speed sensor, such as a

pitot tube should be installed.

The effect of improvements to the AUV IH should be studied using the six-

degree-of-freedom computer model. Topics of immediate concern include:

1. The installation of thrusters. Thrusters will add additional terms to the
equations of motion; the reduced order observer and enhanced position
estimator can be easily modified to account for the thruster effects.

2. Separate control of bow and stern rudders. Analysis of the NACA 0015
plane characteristics would indicate that the b. - rudder might stall
during the sharp turns conducted by the AUV UI. Separate control of the
rudders would prevent stalling, and might even inr'prove the
performance of the AUV II in a turn.

3. Separate control of the shafts. Independent operation of the shafts will
enhance maneuvering and position keeping at slow speeds

d

With the incorporation of any of the above improvements to the motion

control systems of the AUV II, the governing equations of motion become more

complex. Fortunately with the design of the reduced order observer, the enhanced

position estimator is quickly adaptable to an increased number of parameters.

With an accurate set of hydrodynamic coefficients, the six-degree-of-freedom

computer model and enhanced position estimator will significantly improve

future AI.T Ir performance.
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TABLE X. SUMMARY OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

AND SIGNIFICANT GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES

Coefficient Value Coefficient Value

X. -0.01735 Mq -0.03565

Xl 0.00282 M 0.05122

X4, -0.04019 Ma -0.337*LY6

X" 0.02345 Ms, 0.283*L*Y6,

0.02345 Nt -0.00047

0.02345 N, -0.00178

X•.p (CDO) 0.015 N, -4.01022

Yt -0.00178 N, -0.00769

Y, -0.03430 Na, -O.337*L*Y6.

Y, 0.01187 N6 ,b 0.283*L*Yw,

Yv -0.03896 I1 (ft4) 2.7

Y& 0.02345 Ay(ft4 ) 42.0

Yb 0.02345 , (ft') 45.0

Z, -4.00253 X" (ft) -0.377*L

Z4 -0.09340 Xe, (ft) 0.283*L

Z9 -0.07013 Weight (ibs) 435

Z. -0.15687 Length 'ft) 7.3

Za -0.02345 p (slugs/ft3 ) 1.94

Z4b -0.02345 XC (ft) 0.0104

K -0.00024 7C (ft) .05

Kp -0.00540 X, (ft) 0.0o04

Mg -0.00625 Coy 0.5

Mw -0.00253 Ciz 0.6
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APPENDIX A. SDV FIN HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

A fixed fin attached to a vessel contributes to the overall vessel

hydrodynamic coefficients. The Y force and N-moment produced by the fin are'

Y L -t••os3 Disindr) (Al)
Nf- Yfxf

where O f fin angle of attack (vf/uf)
lf = fin lift
Df = fin drag
xf distance to the fin centroid from the body center axis origin

The derivative of Yf with respect to vt taken at v, = 0 is the fin velocity-dependent

hydrodynamic coefficient:

By using the definition of , algebraic manipulation of equations 1 and 2, and

expressing Lf and D, in terms of non-dimensional drag coefficients

Lf ffiJu 2uCL

Df AU 2 CD

'Equations presented in this appendix are taken from section 10.2 of [Ref. 24].
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the final expression for Yrf is obtained:

(Yv)f -- U (CD)f (AS)

TFor small angles of attack (CD), is small in relation to L knd can be ignored.

By expressing (Yv)f in normalized, nondimensional form equation A3 becomes

I -V, [acL} (A)

Note that the prime in equation A4 indicates that the fin area has been

normalized by dividing the actual area (aF) by V2.. For the rest of this appendix

only normalized dimensions will be used in equations, and, for simplification, the

prime will be left deleted.

The total area and centroid of the SDV fin was determined by graphical

integration. Figure Al shows the SDV rear fin, and the eight areas in to which

it was divided to determine the area and c',itroid. Table Al summarizes

calculations performed.

x Ax _ 113977.5in 3 =8lin.

EA 1406.1in 2

Figure A2 shows the equivalent rectangular fin for the SDV together with the

actual and normalized dimensions.
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Figure Al SDV Fin

TABLE Al. SDV FIN GRAPHICAL INTEGRATION VALUES

Section Area' (in2) x (in) Ax (in')in

1 39.6 %.8 3883.3

2 363.1 %.8 35148.1

3 253.5 100.0 25350.0

4 116.2 91.3 10609.1
5 84.5 80.5 6802.3

6 47.5 64.3 3054.3

7 491.1 57.8 28385.6

8 10.6 75.0 795.0
TOTAL 1406.1 113977.5

Dimensions based on 3.25 in./side of a square on
the graph paper
2 Measured from origin of SDV body-centered axes.
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Figure A2 SDV Equivalent Fin Dimensions

The value of .. was estimated using Jones' formula

L X 3.1.1

L~a ( ~0.33) =0.518

Using the values derived above, the values for (Y,,)i, (N,)f, (Y1)1, and (N1)1 were

calculated as follows:

S= .]Af.} L -(0.032)(0.518)= -0.01660

(N)f = (Y)f x (-0.0166)(-0.385) = 0.00639

(Y xf (Y~)f (-0.385) (-0.,0166) =0.00639

(N,)fi x u(YA = ( D0.385)2(i0.0166) = -0.00246

The contribution of the fixed fin to the acceleration-related hydrodynamic

coefficients can be approximated by

-2irbf AAS

=(:' 3 .14 (A

•a 2 2 +1)
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Substituting the normalized geometric properties of the SDV equivalent fin into

Equation (AS), the values for (Y•)j, (Ný)f, (y,)j, and (N,)( were calculated as

follows:

-2xbAf (-2)(3.14)(0.103)(0.032)
(Y)- -0.01%5Vf~ T ~ .

(N)f xf(Y)f , (-0.385)(-0.01965) - 0.00756

(Y)f = x (Y) = (-0.385)(-0.01%5) = 0.00756

(N)f = x(Y)f. = (-0.385)2(-0.01%5) , -0.00291
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APPENDIX B: SIMULATION MODEL

C PROGRAM SIMAUV
C
C Fotis A.,Papoulias/David C. Warner
C NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
C November 1991
C
C NPS AUV II Six-Degree-of-Freedom Simulation Model
C
C As written, this program uses data files produced by the AJV II
C during experimental runs. With slight modification the program
C can use input rudder and speed commands supplied by the
C programmer to predict AUV II performance for different run
C profiles
C
C DECLARATIONS
C

REAL L,MASS,IX,IY,IZ,IXZ,IYZ,IXY,NU,LRPM,KPDOT,PKRDOT,KPQ,KQR
REAL KVDOT, KP,KR,KVQ,K•WP,KWR,KV,KVW,KPN,KDB
REAL MQDOT, MPP, MPR, MRR, MWDOT,MQ, MVP, MVR, MW, MVV, MDS, MDB, NDRB
REAL NPDOT, NRDOT, NPQ, NQR, NVDOT, NP, NR, NVQ, NWP,NWR, NV,NVW, NDRS
REAL MM(6,6),INDX(100)
DIMENSION X(15),BR(15),HH(15),VECH1(15),VECH2(15),XMMINV(6,6)
DIMENSION VECV1(15),VECV2(15),F(12),FP(6)

C
C NPS AUV II GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES (Basic Length Dimension is Feet)
C

WEIGHT= 435.0
IX - 2.7
IY - 42.0
IZ 45.0

IXY 0.0
IYZ 0.0

IXz 0.0
L 87.625/12.0
RHO 1.94

G 32.2
XG 0.125/12.0
YG 0.0
ZG 0'0.05
XB 0.125/12.0

YB 0.0
ZB 0.0
ZARM 2.287

MASS =WEIGHT/G
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BOY -WEIGHT
XRS, --. 377*L
XRB -+0.2S3*L

C
C DRAG COEFFICIENTS AND SPEED CALIBRATION DATA

* C
CDO - 0.015
CDY - 0.5
CDZ - 0.6
RPMO - 500.0
UO ft 2.3

C
C SURGE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

XPP -0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4

XQQ - .0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4
XRR --0.01735*0.5*RMiO*L**4
XPR - 0.000(¾)*0.5*RHO*L**4
XUDOT --0.00282*0.5*RHO*L**3
XWQ - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**3
XVP - 0.00000*0.5*RMHO*L**3
XVR - 0.00000*0.5*RMO*L**3
XQDS - 0.00000*O.5*RHO*L**3
XQDB - 0.OOOOO*0.5*RHiO*L**3
XRDRS - 0.00000*O.5*RHiO*L**3
XRDRB - O.O0000*O.5*RHO*L**3
XVV =-O.O4O19-0.5*RHO*L**2
XWW - 0.O0OOO*O.5*RHO*L**~2
XVZRS - O.00000*O.5*RHO*L**2
XVDRB - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**2
XW~DS - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**2ý
XTD - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**2
XDSDS =-0.O2345*O.417*0.5*RHO*L**2
XDBDB =-O.C^2345*0.417*0.5*RHO*L**2
XDRDR =-O.O2345*0.417*0.5*RHO*L**2
XRES - CDO*0.5*RHO*L**2
XPROP - XRES*(UOIRPMO)**2

C
C LATERAL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

YPDOT - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4
YRDOT =.-0.0O178*0.5*RHO*L**4
YPQ - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4
YQR - 0.00000*O.5*PHO*L**4
YVDOT =-0.03430*O.5*RHO*L**3
YP - 0.00000*0.5*RHiO*L**3
YR =+O.01187*O.5*RH.O*L**3
YVQ -U.00000*0.5*RHiO*L**3

YWP - 0.O0000*O.5*RHO*L**3
YWR 0.OOO00*0.5*RHO*L**3
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YV =-O.O3896*O.5*RHO*L**2

YVW - 0.OOOOO*O.5*RMO*L**2
YDRS -+O.O2345*0.5*RHO*L**2
YDRB -+O.O2345*0.5*R14O*L**2

C HEAVE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

ZQDOT us0OOO253*O.5*RHO*L**4
ZPP - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**4
ZPR - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**4
ZRR - OOOOOO0*O.5*RHO*L**4
ZWDOT =-O.O934O*O.5*RHO*L**3
zo --O.O7O13*O.5*RHO*L**3
ZVP - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**3
ZVR - 0.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**3
zw =-O.15687*O.5*RHO*L**2
ZVV - .OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**2
zoS =-O.O2345*O.5*RkHO*L**2
ZDB =-O.O2345*O.5*PJHO*L **2

C ROLL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

KPDOT =-O.OOO24*O.5*RHO*L**5
KRDOT - O.OOOOO0*0.5*RHO*L**5
KPQ - O.OOOOO0*O.5*RHO*L**5
KOR = O.OOQOO*O.5*R.HO*L**5
KVDOT - O.OOOOO*O.5*MiO*L**4
Kr- =-O.OO540*O.5*PJIO*L**4
KR - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**4

KV O.OODOO*O.5*RiiO*L**4
KW? - O.OOQOO*O.5*RHio*L**4
KWR - Q.0OOOO*O.5*R]IO.*L**4
KV - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**3
KVW =-O.OOOOO*0.-5*RHO*L**3

C
C PITCH HYDRCDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

MQDOT =-O..OO625*O.5*Rlio*L**5
MPP - O.OGOOO*O.5*RMO0*L**5
MPR - O.OOOOO0*C.5*PRH3*L**5
MRR - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**5

MWDOT =-0.0O253*0.5*RlHo*L**4
MQ =-O.O3565*Oý.5*RHO*L**4
MVP - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**4
MVR' - O.OOOOO*O.5*RHO*L**4
MW =+O.O5122*O.5*R1IO*L**3
MVV 0.OOOOO*O.5*tRH0*L**3
MDS =-O.377*L*YDRS
MBB =+O.283*L*YtDRB
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C YAW HYPIODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

NPDOT'- 0.Q0000*0.5*RHO*L**5
NRDOT =-0.00C47*0.5*RHO*L**5
NPQ 0.O0000*0.5*RHO*L**5
NOR -0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**5

NVDOT =-0.00178*Q.5*PHO*L**4
NP - .0OiO0*0.5*RHO*L**4
NR --0.01022*O.5*RHO*L**4
NVQ - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4
NWP - 0.00000*0.5*RHiO*L**4
NWR - C.00000*0.5*RHO*L**4
NV =-0.0O769*O.5*RHO*L**3
NVW - 0.00000*0.5*RHO*L**3
NDRS =-0.377*L*YDRS
NDRB m+0.283*L*YDR.B

C
C OPEN DATA AND RESULTS FILES. THE~ INPUT FILE (5) IS CHANGED BY
C THE RESEARCHER DEPENDING UPON THE AUVo RUN BEING SIMULATED
C

OPEN (5,FILE-'MCD-OVAL.DAT' ,STATUS-'OLD')
OPEN (11,FILE-'U.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (12,FIL.E-'V.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (13,FILE-'W.RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (14, FILE-' P.RES' ,STATUS-' NEW')
OPEN (15,FILE-'Q.RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')
' OPEN (16,FILE-'R.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (17,FILE-'DRB.RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (18,FILE-'SSAS.RES',STATUS-'NEW')

* OPEN C19,FILE'-'SSAB.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (20, FILý'-' PHI.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
.OPEN (21,FILE-'THETA.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (22,FILE-'PSI.RES' ,STATUS-' NEW,)
OPEN (23, FILE-' DRS.RES' ,STATUS-' NEW')
OPEN (24,FILE-'DS.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (25,FILE-'XY.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (26,FILE-'XZ.RLES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (27,FILE-'YZ.RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (28,FILE-'ZCELL.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (31,FILE-'DRSS.RES',STATUS-'NEW')'
OPEN (32,FILE-'DRBS.RES',STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (33,FILE-'SIMTODR.RES',STATUS-'NEW')

C
C MASS MATRIX INITIALIZATION AND DEFINITION
C

DO 15 J-1,6
DO 10 K-1,6
XMMIINV(J,K)-O'KO
MM (J, K) =0.0

10 CONTINUE
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15 CONTINUE
C

MM (1, 1) - MASS-Xt3DOT
M4(1,5)- MASS*ZG
MM(1, 6)--MASS'YG

C
MM(2,2)- MASS-YVDOT
MM(2, 4)=-MASS*ZG-YPDt)T
MM(2,6)- MASS*XG-YRDOT

C
MM.(3i3)- MASS-ZWDOT
MM(3,4)- MASS*YG
MM(3, 5)--MASS*XG-ZQDOT

C
MM (4, 2) =-MASS,* ZG-KVDOT
MM(4,3).. MASS*YG
MM(4,4)- IX-KPDOT

MM(4, 6)--IXZ-KRflOT
C

MM(5,1)- MASS*ZG
MMC5,3)--MASS*XG-MWDOT
MM(5, 4) --IXY
W, (5,.5) - IY-MQDOT

C
MM(6, 1)=-MASS*YG
MY(6,2)- MASS*XG-NVDOT
Mt$(6, 4) =-IXZ-NPDOT
MM,(6, 5)--IYZ
MM(6,6)- IZ-NPDOT

C
C MASS MATRIX INVERSION
C

Do 12 1-1,6
DO 1.1 J-1,6
XMY-INV (1,J) -0. 0

11 CONTINUE
XM42,INV,'(1, 1)-i. .0

12 CONTINUE
* CALL INVTA(MM,6,INDX',D)

DO 13 J-1,6

CALL INVITB(Mk, 6, INDX,XMMINV(1,J))
13 CONTINUE
C
C VARIABLE INITIALIZATION
C

TWOPI -8.0*ATAN(l.0)
Pi -0.5*TWOPI
IECHO -10
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IPRNT -1
JPRNT -0
IJ *'0

JE W0
DELTA -0.1
ISIM -10000

c
C DEFTNE THE LENGTH (X), BREADTH (BR), AND HEIGHT (HH) TERMS
c

X(1) -43.9/12.0

X(2) - '39.2/12.0

X(3) - -35.2/i2.0
X(4) - -31.2/12.0

X(5) - -27.2/12.0
X(6) - -10.0112.0

X(7) - 0.0/12.0
X(8) - 10.0/12.0
X(9) - 26.8/12.0

X(10) - 32.0/12.0

X(11) 37.8/12.0
X(12) 40.8/12.0
X(13) 42.3/12.0
X(14) 43.3/12.0

X(15) 43.7/12.0

C
HH(1) = 0.0/12.0
HH(2) - 2.7/12.0
HHH(3) - 5.2/12.0

HH(4) = 7.6/12.0
HH(5) - 10.1/12.0
HH(6) , 10.1/12.0
HH(7) , 10.1/12.0

HH(8) 1 10.1 12.0
HH(9) , 10.1/12.0
HH (10)- 9.6/12.0
HH(11)- 7.6/12.0
HH (12)- 5.6/12.0
HH(13)- 4.2/12.0
HH(14)- 2.3/12.0
HH(15)- 0.0/12.0

c

BR(1) - 16.5/12.0
BR%2) - 16.5/12.0

BR(3) - 16.5/12.0
BR(4) - 16.5/12.0

BR(5) - 16.5/12.0
BR(6) - 16.5/12.0
BR(7) - 16.5/12.0
BR(8) - 16.5/12.0
BR(9) - 16.5/12.0
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BR(10)- 15.5/12.0
BR(1l)- 12.4/12.0
BR(12)- 9.5/12.0
BR(13)- 7.0/12.0
BR(14)- 4.0/12.0
BR(iS)- 0.0/12.0

C
C RUDDER STALL ANGLES
C

STLI125.0*PI/180.0
STL2-30.0*PI/180.0
STL3-45 .0*PI/180 .0

C
C SIMULATION BEGINS
CI

DO 100 I-1,ISIM
C
C Some early AUV 11 files had an .ERRl field after RANGE1, and

* C an ERR2 field after RANGE2. If the file being used has these
-- C fields, the following statement must be modified.

C
READ '(5,*,END-500) TIME.,XPOSE,YPOSE,ZPOSE,PHIE,THETAE,1PSIE,

& PE,QE,RE,DREDSE,RANGE1,RANGE2,
& SPEEDE, RPMORD, RRPM, LRPM

IF (I.NE.l) GO TO 111
C

XPOS - XPOSE
YpcS - YPOSE
ZPOS - ZPOSE
PHI - PHIE
THETA THETAE
p -PE
Q -QE
R -RE

C
111 DRS - DRE

DRB -- DRE
DS =DSE
DB -- 0SE
RPM= (LRPM4ý-R1RPM) /2.

C CALCULATE THE DRAG 'FORCE, INTEGRATE THE DRAG OVER TH~E VEHICLE
C

DO 600 K=1,15
UCF-(V+X (K)*R) **2+ (W-X (K) *Q) **2
UCF=SQp' (UCF)
IF (UCF.LT.1.E-6) GO TO 601
CFLOW -CD)Y*HH(K)*i(V+X(K) *R)**2+CDZ*BR(K)*(W.X(K)*Q)**2
VECHI (K) =CFLOW* (V+X (K) *R) /UCF
VECH2 (K)=CFLOW* (V+X (K) *R) *X~(K) /UCF
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VECV;,(K)-CFLOW* (W-X (K) *Q) /UCF
VECV2 (K) =CFLOW* (W-X (K) *Q) *X (K) /UCF

600 CONTINUE
CALL TRAP(15,VECV1,X,HEAVE)
CALL TRAP(15,VZCV2,X,PITCH)
CALL TRAP(lb,VECH1,X,SWAY)
CALL TRAP(15,VECH2,X,'YAW)
HEAVE--0.5*pRiO*HEAVJE
PITCH-40. 5*PIO*PITCH

SWAY --05*RHO*SWAY
YAW --0.5*RHO*YAW

BETA -ATAN(ABS(V)/U)
IF (R.NE.0.0) RADIUS-SQRT(U**2+V**2)/R
IF (R.EQ.0.0) RADIUS=200.0*L
ARS -ABS (XRS) *COS (BETA) / ',-AIUS+ABS (XRS) *SIN(BETA))
ARP. -A 'BS (XRB) *COS (BETLA) /(RADIUS+ABS (XRB) *SIN (BETA))
ARS -ATAN (ABS (ARS))
ARB -ATAN (ABS (ARE))

ARS/ -0.0
ARB -0.0
SSAS -ATAN(V/U)+ARS
SSAB -ATAN(V/U)-ARB
Uv -U

C
SSAS=0.0
SSAB=C .0

GO To 602
.601 HEAVE=0.0

PITCH=0 .0
SWAY -0.0
YAW -0.0
SSAS =0.0
SSAB -0.0
Uv -U

602 CONTINUE
C
C FORCE EQUATIONS
C
C SURGE FORCE
C

FPM1 - MASS*V*R- M ASS*W*Q+MASS*XG*Q**2+MASS*XG*R**2-
& MASS*YG*P*Q-MASS*ZG*P*R+XPP*P,**2+XQQ*Q**2+XRR*R**2+

& XPR*P*R+XWQ*W*Q+XVP*V*P+XVR*V*R+U*Q* (XQDS*DS+XQDB*DB) +
& U*R* (XPDRS* (DRS-SSAS) +XRDRB* (DRB-SSAB) )+XVV*V**2+
& XW*W* V(ýXVDRS* (DRS-SSAS) +XDRB* (DRB-SSAB)) +
& U*W* (XWDS*DS+XWD)B*DB) +(XDSDS*DS**2+XDBDB*DB**2+
& XD)RDR*( (DRS-SSAS) **2+(DRB..SSAB) **2) )*TJ**2-.
& (WEIGHT-BOY) *SIN (THETA) +XPROP*RPM*RPM-XRES*U*U

C
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C SWAY FORCE
C

SFDRS-YDRS*UV**2*DRSS
SFDRB-YD)RB*UV* *2 *DRS
FP (2) - -MASS*U*R-MASS*XG*P*Q+MASS*YG*R**2-MASS*ZG*Q*R+

& YPQ*P*Q+YQR*Q*R+YP*U*P+YR*U*R+YVQ*V*Q+YW*W*P+YWRW*R+
& YV*U*V+YVW*V*W+SFDRS+SFDP.B+ (WEIGHT-BOY) *

&COS (THETA) *SIN (PHI) +MASS*Wl*P+MASS*YG*P**2+SWAY
C
C HEAVE FORCE
C

FP(3) =MASS*U*Q-MASS*V*'P-MASS*XG*P*R-MASS*YG*Q*R+

& MASS*ZG*P**2+MASS*ZG*Q**2+ZPP*P**2+ZPR*P*R+ZRR*R**2+
& ZQ*U*Q+ZVP*V*P+ZVR*V*R+ZW*U*W+ZVV*V**2+HEAVE+
& U**2* (ZDS*DS+ZDB*DB)+(WEIGHT-BOY) *COS (THETA) *COS (PHI)

C ROLL MOMENT
C

FP (4), - -IZ*Q*R+IY*Q*R-IXY*P*R+IYZ*Q**2-IYZ*R**2+IXZ*P*Q+
& MAASS*YG*U*Q-MASS*YG*V*P-MASS*ZG*,W*P+KPQ*P*Q+KQR*Q*R+
& KP*U*P+KR*U*R+KVQ*V*Q+KWP*W*P+KWR*W*R+KV*U*V+KVW*V*W+
& (YG*WEIGHT-YB*BOY) *COS (THETA) *COS (PHI) -(ZG*WEIGHT-

& ZB*BOY) tCOS (THETA)*SNPI)MS*Z**
C

C PITCH MOMENT
C

FP (5)-i -I**+ZPRIX** Y**-XZP*+X**2
& MASS*XG*U*Q+MASS*XG*V*P.$MASS*ZG*V*R-MASS*ZG*W*Q+
& MPP*+P**+R**2M**+V**+V**+WUW
& MVV*V**2+U**2* (MDS*DS+MDB*DB)- (XG*WEIGHT-

* & XB*BOY)*COS(TkETA)*COS(PHI)-

& (ZG*WEIGHT-ZB*BOY) *SIN (THETA) +PITCH

C
C YAW MOMENT

YMRCDSU*2DS
YMDRS=NDRS*UV**2*DRBS

FP (6) - -IY*P*Q+IX*P*Q+IXY*P**2-IXY*Q**2+IYZ*P*R-IXZ*Q*R-
& ASS*XG*U*R+MASS*XG*W*P-MASS*YG*V*R+MASS*YG*W*Q+NPQ*P*Q+'
&NQR*Q*R+NP*U*P+NR*U*R+NVQ*V*Q+NWP*W*P+NWP*W*R+NV*U*V+

NV*VWY DR+ DB(XG*WEIGHT-XB*BOY) *
&COS(THETA) *SIN(PHI)+(YG*WEIGHT-YB*BOY) *SIN(THETA)+YAW

C

C COMPUTE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF XDOT=F(X)
C

DO 610 J = 16,6

F * (J) -0. 0
DO 611 K -1,6

F(J) = XMMINV(J,K)*FP(K) + F(J)

611 CONTINUE
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610 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE INERTIAL POSITION RATES
C

F(7) -U*COS(PSI)*COS(THETA)+V*(COS(PSI) -'SIN(THETA)*
'SIN(PHI)-SIN(PSI) *COS(PHI) )+W*C(COS(PSI)*SIN(THETA)*

& COS(PHI)+SIN(PSI)*SIN(PHI))
C

F(8) =U*SIN(PSI)*COS(THETA)+V*(SIN(PSI)*SIN(THETA)*

& SIN(Pfli)+COS(PSI)*COS(PHI))+W*(SIN(PSI)*SIN(TH;ETA)*
COSCPHI)-COS(PSI)*SIN(PHI))

F(9) - U*S IN (THETA) +V*COS (THETA) *SIN (PHI)+W*COS'(THETA) *
& COS (PHI)

C
C COMPUTE EULER ANGLE RATES
C

F(10)- P+Q*SIN(PHI)*TAN(THETA) +R*COS (PHI) *TAN(THETA)
C

F(U1)= Q*COS (PHI)-R*SIN (PHI)
C

F(12)= Q*SIN(PHI)/COS(THETA)+R*COS(PHI) /CCS(THETA)
C
C ASSIGN VALUtS TO THE "XDOT" VECTOR
C

UDOT - F,(l)
VDCT - F(2)
WDOT - F(3)

PDOT - F(4)
QDOT - F(5)
RDOT - F(6)
XDOT - F(7)
YDOT - F(8)
ZDOT - 9
PH'-DOT.- F(10)

THEDOT - F(11)
PSIDOT =F(12)

C
C FIRST ORDER INTEGRATION
C

U . U + DELTA*UDOT
V - V + DELTA*VDOT
W - W + DELTA*W DOT
p - P +DELTA*PDOT

Q - Q t DELTA*QDOT
R - R + DELTA*RDOT
XPOS - XPOS +~ DELTA*XDOT
YPOS - YPOS + DELTA*YDOT
ZPOS - ZPOS + DELTA*ZDOT
PHI - PHI + DELTA*PHIDOT
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THETA -THETA + DELTA*THEDOT
C
C DEPTH CELL READING
C

ZCELL -ZPOS + ZARM*SIN(THETA)

C
C PRINT AND ECHO RESULTS
C

J'P-JE+l
IF (JE.NE.IECHO) GO TO 99
WRITE (*,*) TIMEPSI
JE- 0

99 JPRNT-JPRNT+l
IF (JPRNT.NE.IPRNT) GO TO 100
WRITE (11,-), TIME,U
WRITE (12,*) TIME,ATAN(V/U)*180.0/PI
WRITE (13,*) TIME,ATAN(W/U)*180.0/PI
WRITE (14,-) TIME,P*180.0/PI
WRITE (15,*) TIME,Q*180.0/PI
WRITE (16, *) TIME,R*180.0/PI
WRITE (17,*) TIME,DRB*180.0/Pl
WRITE (18,*) TIME, (DRS-SSAS) *180.0/PI
WRITE (19,*) TIME, (DRB-SSAB) *180.0/Pl
WRITE (20,*) TIME,PHI*180.0/PI
WRITE (21,*) TIME,THETA*180.0/PI
WRITE (22,*) TIME,PSI*18 - .0/PI,PSI1*18O.0/`PI
WRITE (23,*) TIME,DRS*180.0/PI
WRITE (24,*) TIME,DS*18'0.0/PI
WRITE (25,*) XPOS,YPOS
WRITE (26,*) XPOS,ZPOSI
WRITE (27,,*) YPOS,ZPOS
WRITE (28,*) TIME,ZCELL
WRITE (31,,*) TIME,DRSS*180.0/PI
WRITE (32,*) T.ZME,DRBS*180.0/PI
WRITE (33,900),TIME,XPOS,YPOS,PSI,U,DR,R

900 FORMAT (7F10.5)

JPRNT=0

100 CONTINUE

500 STOP
END'

C ------------- = ------ a= --------------a --------------------n

SUBROUTINE TRAP (N, A, B,OUT)

C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ROUTINE USING THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE

C
DIMENSION A(1),B(l)

N1=N-1
OUTO0.0

DO 1 I-1,N1

OUTI0.5(A(I+A(+1))(B(+I)-(I)
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OUT -OUT+OUT1

SCONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE INVTA(?Q4,N, INDX,D)
C
C MATRIX INVERSTION ROUTINE FOR MATRIX A

C
PARAMETER (NMAX-100,TINY..1.OE-20)

DIMENSION INDX(6) ,VV(NMAX)

REAL MM(6,6)
D-1

DO 12 1-1,N

AAMAX-O.
DO 11 J-1,N

IF(ABS(MM(I,J)).GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(MM(I,J))

11 CONTINUE

IF (AAMAX.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'SINGULAR MATRIX'

VV(I)=l./AAMAX

12 CONTINUE

DO 19 J=!,N

DO 14 I=1,J-1

SUM=MM(I,J)

ýDO 13 K=1,1-1

SUM-SUM-MM(I,k)*ZM2.(K,J)
13 CONTINUE

MM(I,J)=SUM
14 CONTINUE

AAMAX-O.
DO 16 I=J,N

SuM-mk 1(, J)

DO 1-5 K=1,J-1

SUJM=SUM-MM(I,K) *M(K,J)

15 CONTINUE
MM(I,J)=SUM

DUM-VV(I) *ABS (SUM)

IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN

IMAX=I

AAMAX=DUM

ENDIF
.16 CONTINUE

IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN,

DO 17 K=1,N

DUM=MM (IMAX, K)

MM(IMAX, K) =MM(J, K)
MM(J,K)-DUM

17 CONTINUE

VV(IMAX)-VV(J)
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END IF
INDX (J) -IMAX

IF(MM(J,J) .EQ.O.)MM(J,J)-TINY
IF (J.NE.N) THEN
DUM-1./MM(J,J)

DO 18 I-J+1,N

MM(I,J) -MM (I,J) *DUM
18 CONTINUE

END IF
19 CONTINUE

RETURN

END
C ----------- -=--------- ----------

SUBROUTINE INVTB (MM, N, INDX, B).

C
C MATRIX-INVERSION ROUTINE FOR MATRIX B
C

DIMENS 'ION. INDX(N) ,B(N)

REAL MM(6,6)
'I-0.

DO 12 !I-,N

LL-INDX(I)

SUM-B (LL)

B(LL) -B (I)

IF (II.NE.O)THEN

DO 11 J=II,I-1

SUM=SUM-MM(I,J) *B(J)
11 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O) THEN

II-I

ENDIF

B(I)-SUM
12 CONTINUE

DO 14 I-N,1,-1

SUM-B(I)

IF (I.LT.N)THEN

DO 13 J=I+1,N,

SUM=SUJM-MM(I,J)*B(J)
13 CONTINUTE

ENDIF

B(I)-SUM/MM(I, I)

14 CONTINUE

RETURN

END
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// APPENDIX CQ PROGRAM OBSERVE

C PROGRAM OBSERVE
C
C Fotis A Papoulias/David Warner
C NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
C 28 October 1991
C
C This program uses the results of GIMCH6 for the AUV simulation of
C the September MODOVAL computer run. The only inputs are TIME,
C XPOSE, YPOSE, PSIE, UE, DRE, RE. Outputs are a simulated track
C ("Truth") plotted from the given XPOS and YPOS, a track that the
C AUV II would use as its.DR (without V), and the Enhanced
C Position obtained by using a reduced order observer to estimate
C value of lateral motion, V.
C

REAL L,MASS,NRDOT,NVDOT,NR, NV, NDRS,NDRB, IZ

REAL KK,KV
DIMENSION X(I5),HH(15),BR(15),VEC1(15),VEC2(15)

C
C GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
C

WEIGHT-435.0
IZ -45.0
L -87.625/12.0
RHO -1.94
G =32.2
XG =0.0/12.0
CD0 -0.015
CDY -0.5

CDZ =0.6
RPMO =550
U0 -2.5
MASS =WEIGHT/G

XRS -- 0.377*L
XRB =+0.238*L

C
C SURGE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
C

XRR =-0.01735*0.5*RHO*L**4
XUDOT=-0.00282*0.5*RHO*L**3
XVV =-0.04019*0.5*RHO*L**2

XDSDS=-0.02345*0.417*0.5*RHO*L**2
XDRDB=-0.02345*0.417*0.5*RHO*L**2

XDRDR=-0.02345*0.417*0.5*RHO*L**2
XRES =CDO*0.5*RHO*L**2
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XPPOP-XRES* (UO/RPMO) **2
C.

C LATERAL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

C

YP.DOT--0.00i78*0.5*RHiO*L**4

YVDOT=-0.03430*0.5*RHO*L**3

YR =+0.01187*0.5*RHO*L**3

YV --O.03896*O.5*RHO*L**2
YDRS =+0.02345*0.5*RHO*L**2

YDRB =+0.02345*0.5*RHO*L**2

C

C YAW HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

C

NRDOT=-0.O0047*0.5*RlHO*L**5

NVDOT=-0.00178*0 .5*RHO*L**4
NR =-O.01022*0.5*RHO*L**4

NV --O.00769*O.5*RHO*L**3

NDRS ...0377*YDRS*L

NDRB =+0.283*YDP.B*L

C

*C THE FILE USED IN THE FIRST STATEMENT WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON
C THE RUN BEING ANALYZED AND THE SOURCE OF DATA

* C

OPEN C10,FýLE-'SIMTODR.RES',STATUS='OLD')

OPEN (11,FILE='XY1 .RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')

OPEN (12',FILE-'XY2.RES',STATUS-'NEW')

OPEN (13,FILE='XY3.RES',STATUS-'NEW')

OPEN (14,FILE-'LAT.RES',STATUS='NEW')

OPEN (20,.FILE-'TRUAUV1.RES' ,STATUS-'NEW')
OPEN (2l,FILE='TRUAUV2.RES',STATUS-'NEW')

C VARIABLE 'INITIALIZATION

C
IS IM= 10000
TWOPI -8.0*ATAN('1.0)

Pi -0.5*TWOPI

IECHO -10

IPRNT =1
JPRNT =0

IJ -=0

JE =0
DELTA =0.1I
V-0.0

C

C THE INITIAL AUTV II POSITION IN THE POOL MUST BE ENTERED BASED
C ON KNOWN RANGE INFORMATIONFROM THE DATA FILE OR OTHER SOURCE.

*C DWELL TIME AT THE BEGINNING OF THE RUN MUST ALSO BE ENTERED TO
C PROPERLY CORRECT PSI FOR GYRO DRIFT.
C ONCE THE INITIAL RANGES ARE EN4TERED THE INITIAL AUV II POSITION
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C IN THE POOL IS COMPUTED BASED ON THE LENGTH (LPOOL) AND WIDTH

C (WPOOL) OF THE POOL.

C

WRITE (*')'ENTER INITIAL RANGE FROM LEFT SONAR SENSOR

READ (*)RLRNG

WRITE "** ENTER INITIAL RANGE FROM FORWARD SONAR SENSOR

READ (,)RFRNG

WRITE *,)'ENTER DWELL TIME
READ (,)TDWELL

WPOOL-60

LPOOL-117
XSTART-LPOOL-RFRNG
YSTART-WPOOL-RLRNG

C
C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE A AND B MATRICIES

C

Al=MASS-YVDOT

A2-MASS*XG-YRDOT

A.3-YR-MASS

A4-YV

A5-YDRS

A6-YDRB

B1-MASS *XG-NV~D-OT

B21IZ-NRDOT
B3-NR-MASS'IXG

B5-NDRS

B6=,NIDRB

DEN-A1*B2-A2*Bl
C

AA11I-(A4*B2-A2*B4) /DEN
AA!2-(A3*B2-A2*B3) /DEN

AA21= (A4*Bl-A1*B4) /(-DEN)
AA2= (A3*B!-A1*B3) /(-DEN)

BB11=(A5*B2-A2*B5) /DEN
BB32= (IA6B2-A2*B6) /DEN

BB2i- (A5*B1-A1*B5) /(-DEN)
3322= (A6*B1-Ai*B6) /(-DEN)
BBI-BB11-BB12
BB2-BB21-BB22

C

C ENTER THE TIME CONSTANT OF THE LATERAL MOTION OBSERVER

C

WRITE (,) ENTER V-OBSERVER TIME CONSTANT'

READ (,)TVOBS

GAIN- (AA11+1 .0/ (TVOBS*L) )/AA21
WRITE (*)GAIN

C

I J=0
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JE-0
C
C SIMULATION BEGINS
C

DO 100 I-1,ISIM
C
C THIS PROGRAM BE USED TO EITHER USE DATA FILES WRITTEN DURING
C AUV II TRIAL RUNS, OR A SEPARATELY GENERATED DATA FILE.
C Some early AUV II files had an ERR1 field after RANGEI, and
C an ERR2 field after RANGE2. If the file beingg used has these
C fields, the following statement must be modified.
C I
C READ (10,*,END-500) TIME,XPOSE,YPOSE,ZPOSE,PHIE,THETAE,PSIE,
C & PE,QE,RE,DRE,DSE,PANGE1,RANGE2,
C & SPEEDE,RPMORD,RRPM,LRPM

C
C THIS STATEMENT IS USED TO READ A SEPARATELY GENERATED FILE OF
C DATA FROM SIMAUV
C

READ (10,*,END"S00) TIME,XPOSE,YPOSE,PSIE,SPEEDE,DRE,RE
C
C The following statements transfer the actual AUV II data to
C variables used in the computation of various positions. The Ill
C jump statement is used to establish initial positions for only
C the fiist time step.
C XiPOS,YIPOS,PSIMX,PSIMY: Track position for simulated AUV II
C X2POS,Y2POS,PNOVX,PNOVY: Track position for track without V
C X3POS,Y3POS;POSDRX,POSDRY: Track position as determined using
C Reduced order observer
C

IF (I.NE.1) GO TO 111
XlPOS - XPOSE
YIPOS - YPOSE
X2POS - XPOSE
Y2POS - YPOSE
X3POS - XPOSE

Y3POS - YPOSE

ill PSI - PSIE

U SPEEDE
R -RE

C
C These statements apply actual rudder positions to the DR proram
C

DRS - DRE
DRB -- DRE

C
C These statements calculate the reduced order observer "constants"
C

IF (U .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 1009
KK - (BBI*AA21-BB2*AA1l)*U
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13 - B32/KK
KV - (BB2*AA12-BBl*AA22)*U
T4 - BBl/KV

C
C The Simulated AUV 11 positiOn i3 provided from the input data
c

X1POS-XPOSE
YlPOS-YPOSE

C REDUCED ORDER OBSERVER FOR V
C

OVDOT- (AA11*U-~GAIN*AA21*U)*OV (AA12*U-GAIN*AA22*U+
& ~(AA11*U-GAIN*AA21*U) *GAIN) *R+(BBl1..GAIN*B521) *

£ ~U*U*DRS+(BBl2-GAIN*BB22) *U*U*DP.B
OV -OV+DELTA*OVDOT
VHAT -GAIN*R+OV
Vi -VHAT

x3D)OT=U*COS (PSIE) -Vl*SIN (PSIE)
Y3DOTWýU*SIN (PSIE) +Vl*COS (PSIE)
x3POSWx3pos+DELTA*X3DOT
Y3POS-Y3P0S+DELTA*Y3DOT

C
C Calculate the Simulated AUV Ii postion without V information

X2DOT -U*COS(PSIE)
Y2DOT -U*SIN(PSIE)
x2POS-x2'pos+DE'LTA*x2DOT
Y2POS-Y2POS+DELTA*Y2DOT

1009 CONTINUE
C
C NOW THAT ALL THE X & Y POSITIONS HAVE BEEN CALCULATED, TRANnFORM
C THE POSITIONS INTO POOL COORD:NATEs
C
C "TRUE" SIMULATED POSITION
C,

PSIMX=XST.ART+X1P0Sý
PSIMY-YSTART-YlPOS

C

C SIMULATED AUV 11 POSITION, WITHOUT V INFORM4ATION

C
PNOVX-XSTART+X2POS
PNOVY=YSTART-Y2 205

C
C ENHANCED POSITION ESTIMATE
C

POSDRX-XSTART+X3POS
'POSDRY-YSTART-Y3P05
JE-JE+l

IF (JE.NE.IECHO) GO TO 99
WRITE *,)TIME
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JE-0
99 J-J+i

IF (J.NE.IPRNT) GO TO 100
IJ-IJ+1
TIME-I *DELTA
WRITE (11,*) XlPOS,Y1POS
WRITE (12,*) X2POS,Y2POS
WRI1lE (13,*) XXPOS,Y3POS
WRITE (14,*) V.V1
WRITE (20, *) TIME,PSIMX,PSIMY,PNOVX,PNOVY
WRITE (21,*) POSDRX,,POSDRY,PSI,PSIE
,J-0

100 CONTINUE
500 STOP

END
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